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try - so mUlch the beUer." 
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Revolutionary Tide Reaches USSR 
An Appraisal Qf Changes Since Stalin'.~ Death 

. Tbe following article is translated from Quatrieme 
"nternationale, a periodil;al published in Paris. 

*** 
Rapidlx moving events, since StaHn',s death alrea'dy 

clearly demonstrate how the ,dyn am is.m of the contemporary 
revolutionary period which was initiated by WoIild War 1.1 
ovel1throws aU previous equilibrium alnd irresistihly carries 
,world Socialist reV'Oludon 'to hi,gher stalges. 

'\ . 
Tlhis baskaHy 'revolutionary and progressive process is 

neither simple nor direot. It inoludes detours, a complicated 
structure, contradictory eleme·nts. Concrete ana1ysis of the 
,wod'd si,tuation is ,required at each step as well as a great 
ca,padty for comprehension and of constant re-adaptation 
on the part of the revolutionary Ma'rxist le3'd~rshi!p of the 
internationG,1 workers' movement. 

l1hesudden death of Stalin occurred in a period ohar-
3,cterized by the threat of economic crisis in the ca'piitalist 
wor,d, the speeding Uip of the imptC'riaHsr w~r plans, anld' 
e~peda'Hy those of Amer.ican imP.eria.Jism, against Korea, 
China, Vietnam and the' A'sian colonia,l revolution in gen
era:!' It occur,red in .. a period when there were a'heady some 
indications of the new revdlutionary upsU'rge' in the USSR 
whi,ch we had 'been able to deduce indirectly from the work 
6n:d the resullts of the 19~h Congress of the CP of t,he 
USSR heJ!d la'St Ootdb~r. 

The dfsappearance of the Bonaparte par excellence of 
·the Soviet hureaucracy in Vhe midst oft'lris kind of external 
2nd in tern a,l situa,tion made it possi:ble for us to predict 
'that a -new sta,ge was now being ushered in for ~he USSR 
and StaHnism; that there would be no successor to StaNn 
jWIho could .ful,fi,n his role whh the same authority and the 
same results; that from t,his point of· view, his 'loss would be 
an irreparahle one for the Soviet bureaucra~y and. woulld 
·have deep,going effeCJts on its position. 

Seek to Appease Masses 
The cas~a:de of mea,sures taken since that time already 

go, in importance, far beyond an the prediotions made 
'alonlg these tines. They reveal the enormous discontent of' 
the Soviet masses which confronted the new gro~p of lead
ers, an,d which was at once oatalyzed by the disappearance 
of the man who was vhe inca.rnaltion of the police and bur
eaucratic. ,regi'me foisted on the USSR in place of the 

rroletarian democmcy establi'shed by Uctober Revolution 
and Leni,n.· , 

The, terms "panic" and "disarray" appearing in the 
first -communi1que announcing Stalin's death to the Soviet 
masses 't:1Gw assume a mQre precise mea'ning. lIhe hew Soviet 
'le~,ders were in the best position to kno~ the real aSJpi ra
tions and foolings of the Soviet masses. They knew that 
there was widespread discontent in the USSR, that there' 
was a profound desire on. ,t/he pa1rt of the broadest masses, 
arising from .the tremendous economic an,d cultural pro-
,gress, for·a Hbera'liz'altion of the regime, for a lessening of 
i')1toler~lble police pressure, for the r~birth of Soviet 
democracy from its a'shes. 

These leaders'were aware of the real stat~ of affairs in 
the USS~ as far back as ~he 19rth Congress of the CP of 
the USSR and wanted somehqw to get a beMer gri!p on the 
situation. But w'ryen StaH'Il passed away, his successors were 
suddenly overcome with the feeling that unless they speed
ily undertook drastic reforms and concessions they faced 
the danger of being r~pidly overwhelmed by discontented 
masses, who ~had beep encouraged and stimulated by the 
passing of the man who wa~ the personal embodiment of 
the oppressive regime. 

Hence t1he ser.ies of measUires which are undeniably 
of major signficance for the future of ,the Soviet Union, the 
,Soviet bureaucJ'lacy and Stalinism: the, amnesty decree 
,which c.overs a lalige DiUmiber of concentration camp prison
ers; the promise to revamp the pena'l code now in force in 
the USSR; the new and si·gnificant reduction in pri'ces, 
from five to 50%, the sixt,h such reduction since 1947; the 
sensational reversal of the -,proceedings a'gainst the dootors 
who were exonerated and, for-1jhe, first time in rhe history 
of Stalinism, the fraudu,lent, crimina,l an:d' "inadmissable" 
methods employed by rfhe poHce and the judiciJa'ry were 
denounced, as was radal disc,r.imination; the arrest of high 
police omda,ls; the disgrace af S. Igna'tiev, one of the five 
recently selected secretaries of the Centra1 Committee of 
the CP, of the USSR who was relieved of his f.undions in 
the st'ate and the party; the. nt1W attitU'de regarding fore'i!gn 
policy; and :lastly ltihe tendency to soft-lpeda;l the leader-cult. 

This is a· conspicuous atte~'Pt of the new lea·ders to pro
vide thek regime with ~ far broa'der popula:r base and to 
,indirecfly creatte the i'mpression that a new era, breaking 
with the ways and methods of the Stalinist era, is now 
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Hnfolding in the USSR. That they find themselves obliged 
,to act this way at peril of raising more than doubts on aU 
previous tria,ls, on aU the "confessions," on all 'Of Stalin's 
crimes in the USSR and in ,the "Peoples' Democraci'es" and 
of lending a powerful impulse to the ,democratic s:trivings 
of the- Soviet masses - all this demonstra'tes the existence 
of a pressure from the Soviet masses of unsuspected force. 

Big Repercussions F orseen 
This tremendous pressure is the combined result of the 

steadycu'}.tu:nal and economic pr'Ogress of the USSR ,and 
of the internationa,1 upsurge of Vhe revolution which is now 
erupting in the USSR itself and mergirig with the rev61t1~ 
tionary forces of the country. The concessions the new 
Ileaders of the USSR are now obliged t'O give fit intD the 
;framework 'Of the rising worl,d revolution. They are 'on:ly 
'Z_ beginning, and they cannot but be only a beginning. 
The leading bureaucrats wiH attempt to res,tri'Ot them, to 
annul them and even Ito go backw(Jrd. But the entire 
interna:tional and interna:l situation of the USSR, to whiclh 
has been added the important factor 'Of Sta'ln's demise, 
~\'orks in the op:posite dilrec.tion. 

The repercussions .of t,he events in the USSR on the 
sJlteI.lite conntries, on China and on the Communist Parties 
will he inconteSltatbly grea;t a'nd revolutionary. Everywhere 
they wiH strengthen the tendencies to independence from 
the Kremlin as compared'with the rigorous control to which 
Ithey were previously subJected, and ,ie wHI strengthen the 
,differentiations and the possihilities of criticism at the 
expense D(monoIithism. Greater a1ten!tion than etrer should 
bE: paid toO whalt wi1I 'Iiappen in the coming months to the 
cO'untfi.es, parties and movements now unider Stalinist in
fluence. 

The new attitude adopted by the Sovid as we:l<l as by 
,the Chi'nese leaders in foreign policy is iQ pa'nt at least 
,determi'ned by the developments noW tmns.piring in the 
USSR. The ,concessions malde to the UN on -Korea and the 
conciliatory aHi!tude guapding against gi'ving imperialism 
.further formal pretexts for imperialist aggression are not 
witbou1t connec,tion ,wi·th the delioate situation .in which 
the Soviet leaders have been placed in re,lation to their own 
masses. They wiH attempt to attenuate, the pressure of 
imperialism simultaneously with making important con
cessioris to t1he Soviet masses. 

Concessions No Sign of Weakness 
But it would be no less erroneous to conc1ude that. the, 

USSR is making conoessions to imperialiSlm out of weakness 
or that we are on the eve of a genera'l and lasting com
prom ise betweei) the two. I n the first .place, the concessions 
which the Soviet and Chinese diplomats have made up to 
now have more of a fopma.l, than essential character, and 
,thdr '0verall effect on their adversary is more offensive 
than defensive in' charaoter. For the pre~ent they aot to 
disorganize imperialist plans for attack, and particular1ly 
those of American imperialism, widen inter-imperialist dif
!ferences and hasten the outhr'eak of the ga'thering economic 
crisis. It suffkes to note <the embarrassment of the im
,perialists, especially of A1meri'can imperialism, ~f.ter the 

concession t,he Chinese arid Soviet di:plomats ma'de on the 
priso'ner-of-war issue as well as the cave-in on the stock 
excha'nges of the imperialist capitails in New York, London, 
Jokyo, to get a rea1lapprreciation of the impact of this 
diplomatic offensive. 

The offensive got under way at the very momen:t that 
American imperialism was again on the point of going into 
action in Korea, of interveni'ng in Vietnam and of acti'ng 
,d;rectly or inrciilrect'ly in China itself. The last obstacles 
to the ratification of the Paris Treaty and re-militarization 
of Germ.any were on the point of being overcome in Europe 
AU this is once again now part!ycalled into question and 
,the imperialist powers alre, being obliged to re-adjust their 
·i,mme<.iiate p'Ians to cope bot'h with the "pea,ce offensi've" 
and t:he danger of being thrust into economic crisis. 

Limited Scope of Agreement 
\Vhille they attempt to sa've face before t'heir peoples 

by not rejeoting the Kremlin's conciliatory offers out of 
hand, t.hey remain determined not to "unfreeze': the cold 
war cHma1te, to maihta.in the level of armaments an'd to 
>speed the ·ratification of the Paris agreemen'ts. This tendency 
of imperialist policy 'is deteJ'1lilined by ,the basic needs of 
,the capita'list system which has be{'n shorn of a lange part 
of its former markets, .its economy allready essentiaNy 
pivoted tD war and being threatened with a new economic; 
aisis. 

A 'general and I lasting compromise between imperia.lism 
and the USSR aHied to the ather anlti-capitaHst counltries 
wouhJ require the Kremlin to be ina position to make 
substantial and not Just fonma1 concessions which wOlI.ld 
re-open t,he markets that have been wrested from imperial
ism since the 'last war. In afddition, i!t would require a re
·adj.llstment by imperiralism t'O as "peaceful" a policy 
of econ'omic expansion as possible witho'ut precipitating 
-the major economic ,crisis with which it is now threatened 
in the event there .is a serious cl1'rtaj.I~ment, in armaments 
expenditures. 

Despite aU' ilts desires, the Kremlin cannot 'Offer either 
of these. 

Even re'latively minor concessions like the surrender of 
the Vietnam Dr ,Malayan revolution do not depend on a 
mere gesture' [lrom the Kremlin. The masses in these coun
tries,as in all the colonial an1d semi-~coloniaII countries are 
deeply invol:ved '0n t'heir own a,ccount in the anti-im'Peria1i~1t 
struggle, and no powe.r is ca'pable of stopping the revolu
tion now in progress. Hence the intrinsic ifm'gHity 'Of any 
,compromise with ,the Kremilin and the almos:t inevitabl,~ 
'trend 'Of il11tperiaHsm to war barring the pos~bi1i'ty that. 
the evolution 'Of the relationship of jnlte-rna1:iDnal forces 
tbe'comes so unfa'voraible to imperialism.as to paralyze it 
\Comp'letely and to force it t'O surrender without gi,ving 
maj'Or comfbat. 

Prospects for War 
This eventuality is imprDbable in practice and cannot 

be f{!sponsirbly accepted by revolutionary M,arxiSlts as the 
ibasis for a pDlitica'I 'Orientation for the re'volutionalry 
Marxist vanfguard. On thecoUitrary, it nlust be understood, 
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despite deceptive appearances, that the internationa,l situa
tion has already entered a criti'cal' phase, as of this yea,r 
\When imperialist -rearma.ment traken together with the 
threat of economic 'crisis, the new situation in the USSR 
and .the increased instalbHityof the si,tuation in the ca'Pilta'list 
countrie's and na1tions dependent upon them m,akes war 
fossihle and may even precipitate it 

But on the other hand, the confidence of the masses and 
their revolutionary Marxist vanguard in the inevitable 
and relatively early triumph, no matter what happens, 

of the world socialist reV1oi-ution shoulld grow and become 
Illnshaka,ble. On a world-wide sca'le, the relationship of 
·force's evolves fa'vO'ralbly for the revolution - tha}t is what 
tihould guide 'Us. Events in the USSR prove that the 
\l'evol'~1:!ionary upsurge' hasrea'ched even t,hatt country and 
lthis wiU lift the world revolution as a whole to l,1iigher 
Ilevels while confusion grows in the ranks of Vhe c~pita;Jists 
and the threat of crisis comes closer. 

~evolU'tionary perspectives are not only gooq; they. 
are even becoming excellent. 

Stalin's Role -- Stalinism's Future 
By GEORGE CLARKE 

No man ,ever more accurately expressed the utter be
wilderment of bourgeois thought on the' Soviet Union than 
Winston Churchill w.hen he said that "it (Russia) is a rid·· 
dIe wrapped in a mystery inside ~n enigma." Never was it 
more apparent that this mystery would remain fdrever un· 
ravelled than at the 'time of Stalin's death. On the contrary, 
his death seemed to shroud the thinking of our mostemi
nent - and "pra,ctical" ~ statesmen ·ih1a new cloud of il
l'usions. With an amazing a'la:crity, John Foster Dunes 
'}eaped str'aight into the occult. The age of Stalin has end
ed, he proClaimed, the era of Eisenhower begun. 

Ther~ Was no enigma, however, in Dulles' statement. 
I t came straight from the Propaganda Ministry (Time
I..;ife-Fortune)of the. House of Morgan. If the "American 
Century" had fared badly since the end of the war, its ad
vent was now assured with the passing of ",that man." For 
Dulles, obviously, the Soviet Union and socialism had no 
separate existence apart froml Stalin and the bureaucratic 
dictatorship. Logically, the end qf ,the one was the end of 
the other. To him, the great economic achievements arising 
fmm the planned economy. and making the Soviet Union 
the second industria,l power in the world were realized 
'solely by sheer force directed against an unwilling people. 
Similarly, the bon'ds that link the SOviet' Union to China, 
to Eastern Europe, to coionia'i relvolt in Southeast A'sia, to 
the mass Communist partie.s of France aillid I t'arly are also 
maintained by sheer: coercion. So ryow with the passing 
of the "great tyrannica1 unifier," the new world of 800,-
000,000 peoples would fall apart: Mao Tse-tungwbuld take 
the road to a "Titoite" purga,tory; the countries of Eastern 
Europe would snap the chains; and the Soviet peoples 
would probably rev'?,lt. 

Let no one think that the a1bove was merely an out
burst of spontaneous rhetoric on the part of ,the Secretary 
of State. That is really how they think in Washington. It 
took only a few weeks for' Dulles' rhetoric to become offi .. 
cialstate policy. Eisenhower opened his hapless "peace of
fensive" by instructing the new Soviet rulers that they were 

Based' upon a. speech delivered on April 10, 1953 in New 
York City. ., . 

now in a pOsition to do what StaHn hald been unwiHing or 
unable to do: to get out of Easte'rn Europe and Asia,' to 
stop the flow of colonia,l ,revolt as though it were con,trdlleJd 
by a faucet from Moscow, to penmit the unification of 
Germany as part of the ant!i-Soviet mililtary aHiance. That's 
all. Afteir that there woUllld be peace. 

Neverthel~ss there appears to have been a sneaking sus
picion in the im'perialist headquarters that what they call 
"the Soviet Empire" might not crumble .to ruins very 
qukkly. There was a thinly concealed frustration that they 
.were in no'position to hasten the process by an immediate 
military ,assault and· so exploit any weakness or confusion, 
occasioned by the change of rule in the Soviet Union. Ei
senhower's Hpeace offensive" is obviously intended to do 
in part by diplomacy what cannot yet be attempted by 
more persuasive methods. It is easy to predict' that this di
plomatic ·stroke, which has no precise objectives, asks every
thing and gives nothing, will soon come to grief. Funda
n-tentally, it is based on a historically and socially false 
premise. It is hased on the totaiNy farlse conception that 
Stalin !like other dictators in the past was the keystone of 
the Soviet regime, which thus could not long survive his 
death. 

Crolnwell, Napoleon and Stalin 
The Cromwellian' regime, for example, lasted some six 

months after his death in'September 1658, and the foJ.Jowinig 
year the Stuart Charles II returned to power. . Napoleon's 
empire fell apart and turned against him after his defeat 
a,t Water.Joo following a 14-year reign. The Bourbons re~ 
turned to power in. France. Readion under' the H~ly Al
liance triumphed in Europe. It tak'es no daring to predict 
that neither development wi1l OCC14r now after Stalin's 
death. The regime will not· crack up in six m·onths, or in 
many times six months. I f an attempt is made to crush the 
regime in war, it will spell the doom of the capitalist not 
the socialist world. 

This is not because Stalin Was a greater figure than 
Cromwell or Napoleon, or even comparable for his con
scious efforts and. wQrks on .a histor'ical scale. Precisely' 
herein is demonstl=ated !the superiority of Marxist thought 
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over all other. Great men may influence the course of his
tory, but its main direction is determined by material (and 
class) forces beyond and· more powerful than any indi
vidual, no matter how great. The social system which 
Stalin ruled will outlast him because'it is far more power
ful socially and econom.ically than those dominated by 
Cromwell or Napoleon, .and that is decisive regardless of 
the striking fad of genius on the one side and mediocrity 
on the other. Its enemies are far weaker materially and in 

· a historical sense than those which beset the erstwhile rulers 
of England and France. The new bourgeois .property forms 
were 'still in the infancy of development under Cromwell's 
anti ... feudal regime, and were not too Imuch further ad
vanced under Napoleon, and particulady in the Europe 
conquered by him. In contrast, the socialist-type economic 
system of the Soviet Union now overshadows in strength 
and scope those of aH other capitalist nations save the 
United States. 

But the greatest 'reason for the durability of the Sov'iet 
regime is a political one, and it is this that extends its life 
'span far beyond the mortality of any ruler: Regardless of 
political oppression, the rigors of an iron dictatorship, of 
pover.ty and burdensome toid, the Soviet regime' rests uiPon 
new socialist property forms which .have entered the con
sciousness of the masses not as 'a repetition of old exploi~a
tion in new forms, not as a change from feuda:! lords to 
capitalist profi1eets, but as the road to the' future, to the 
end of all exploitation of maQ 'by man. Not all the privi
leges and plundering of the bureaucracy has been able to 
undermine this historically justified idea. On the contrary, 
it is this idea which, with the growing cultural and material 
strength of the Soviet .Union, is more and m:Ore undermin
ing the basis for the existence of the bureaucracy. 

The death of Stalin presages not the twilight and doom 
of socialism, but the beginning of the end of Stalinism. 
This fOr'ecast will occasion Httle joy in capitalist cirCles . 

. For if the system that is evolving toward 'socialism is now 
'strong 'enough to begin to correct· its internal di'stortions, 
then' it derives its strength for reform and change not mere
ly internally but primarpy f.rom the irresistible power of 
the revolutionary prolrtarian and colonial movements in 
the capitalist wqrld its,elf. It is in this sense -'- which we 
shall develop later - ..that the death of Stalin is an evil 
omen for world capitalism. 

Three Decades ••• and Not a' Tear 
For those who understand the Marxist method and are 

able to .grasp the real essence of the relationship between 
the Soviet system and the usurping bureaucracy and of 
the transitory character of this ruling caste, Stalin's role 
is no enigma. I twas explaine.d by Tr'otsky many years ago. 
Now in the few short weeks after hi,s death, this analysis 
has been receiving an amazingly rapid confir"matiqn. 

Stailin's rule 'lasted longer than that of any other sing11e 
figure in our time --- an entire epoch. No other figure re
mained 'So long, so constantly in the public ,eye as he. It 
was said of Franklin Roosevelt that a generation h~d grown 
up not knowing there' had ever been another' President. But 
of Sta-lin,i,t could perhaps be said that two generations 
had never known 'another ruler, another leader of Russia. 

Lenin's regime lasted hut seven years; Stalin's almost three 
decades. Yet the events following closely upon his 4eath 
al'ready indicate that never is~o prorpinent:an jndi'viduaJ 
being more quickly forgotten. J.t is as though his ril~mory 
were an evil ,thing to be conjured l~p lin anger and hat~d 
of monstrous, untolld c·rilmes, for cyn,icaHy, ~anton"ly in
flicting endless suffering and deat,h. 

The funeral orations of' the triumvirs who fell h¢'ir to 
the bureaucratic rule already spoke volumes. on this score. 
They were far, far from that Ideeply fel:t eulogy 'that is so 
naturally accord.ed those who have rendered gre,at services 
to humanity, who ha~ i.Jluminated the path of progress 
to be travelled. Malenkov, Beria, 'Molotov droned on in the 
same ritualistic way at Stalin's bier, making the. same __ 
and perhaps ,the last - obeisance to him they ·had made 
so often during his lifetime'. Their dull, grey style, fordbly 
stamped on Soviet thought and speech by Stalin himself, to 
maintain his pre-eminence, gave the nightm~rish feeling 
that the deceased ruler was makhig his last pronouncement 
through the tongues of ,three living shadows. There 'was 
nota tear in their remar~s, not an inspired word, not a cry 
of pain or anguish, not even 'a tone of ,regtet - dis~rnible 
only was fear of their own uncertain future.' Nobody swore 
to Stal,in as Stalin had sworn to Lenin when at hIS grave in 
1924 he chanted in an almost medieval litany that he would 
be true, he would carryon ... EveryboQy expected,' de
manded that Lenin',s heirs continue his work. NObody, to 
a certain extent not even the bureaucracy itself, wanted 
that of Stalin's successors. Their speeches seemed an apol
ogy for their long assodation with .the deceased. Beri-~'s ref
erence to Malenkov's close links to Stalin had almost the 
sound ofa slur. 

On the other side of the world, MaQ Tse-tung, in paying 
hilS la50t re~p'ects t? the d~pa:rted 'dictator, bowed in . some
what mock deference to the men who had assumed the title 
but seemed to be taunting them with Stalin. He seeme~ tb 
be saying:, I had 'to pay a certain priCe to him., to make a 
certain obeisance because he I wielded so much power, held 
the reins so firmly. But which of you i~ his heir? I tendered 
to Caesar, that w'hi~h wa's Caesar's. But now Caesa'r has no 
successor. Malepkov is official but he is not Stalin. 

The Achievements and the Man 
.. 

Closer to home, the Monthly. Review, which has diffi
cUltY'in distinguishing between criticism of the. bureau
cmtic regime and attacks on the Sov.iet system, found· itself 
obliged to memorialize Stalin ,with an apology. "One can 
argue," says an editorial (Apr'il 1953), "that Stalin's meth
ods were unnecessarily harsh and ruthless ... " But' It it 
is extremely difficult to believe that any ot the other can
didates for Lenin's position (Trotsky,.Kamenev, Zinoviev, 
Bukharin) could have succe~ded as Stalin did." StaBn hiin
self also found t~is Hdifficult to Qelieve" ,and that explains 
perhaps ,why he r~solved the question by slander and frame ... 
up, by murdering all "the other candid~tes" .and many 
others. Nevertheless, says Monthly Review, "whatever one 
may think of his methods, one cannot deny him his achieve
ments." This of course is tile heart of the apology; the nub 
of ,the question. ' 

St~atin's na,me is aSsociated with ,the great~st soci~) 

I 
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achievements of our age: with the lifting of Russia, by the 
methods of socialist planning, from ancient backwardness 
to a foremost· modern, industrial society; with the exten
sion ~f the foundations of the socialist society to one-third 
of the world. Were these really his achievements, Stalin, 
despite an hilS ruthlessness and brutality, would' enter his
tory as one of, the world' sgreat immor:tals, a,s great or 
greater than Marx, Engels or. Lenin,lfor what they project
ed in theory, or took merely the first step in' practi,ce,' he 
wou;td have carried out on ,a va'st arena, sol'ving hitherto 
unforeseen problems, ove~coming t;itanic diffioulties. In fact, 
were that the case, the four names would be indissociable, 
the fame of Marx, Bngds, Lenin proved and vindicated by 
the works of Stalin. 

This, to be sure, is one of the most complicated ques
tions in modern history - perhaps in all history. How can 
,the achievements of a regime be divorced from' the man 
who· held its reins? Or contrariwise, can these achievements 
be ~tributed to the. very man whose entire life-work was 
carried on by "harsh and ruthless" methods in mortal an
tagonism to the very forces who consciously strove for these 
';achievements ,and in the end made ,them possible? 

A riot of conflictiI1g answers arises from the quest to 
compress an un1Tl\8nageable reality into convenient, simiple 
formulas: I. Stalin Was the architect of industrialization, 
of ,the victory and spread of the revolution. 2. Stalin ,had 
nothing whatever to do with them. 3. The methods were 
bald, therefore the achievements are bad'- they do not 
exist. 4. The methods were necessary, the results are good, 
therefore ,they are justified. The 'answers are like tho£e given 
by the blind men about the elephant when they each touched 
it in a different part. The role of St,alin is only to be dis
covered by discarding the methods of the blind men of 
formal logic and empiric thought for the application of the 
M,arxist dialectic of historical materialism to the concrete
ness of Russian conditions which gave rise to the phe90m-
enOA of Stalinis,m. 

Strength and Weakness of Russia's Workers 
The Russian working class, small numerically amidst 

a vast agricultural population. liying under conditions of 
semi-feudaUsm, but strong because of the concentrated or
ganization of Russian industry and because of its socialist 
consciousness~ proved, powerful enough to overthrow a weak 
q.pi.talism whose fate was tie,d to a rotting Czarist Empite. 
But the, great revo'lutionalry action of October 1917 di'd 
not immediately or automatically overcom'e the backward
ness and poverty of Russia. Powerful enough to eliminate 
the fundamental social causes which produced this back
wardness, the~ ,proletaria.t was still ... too weak to overcome 
the conseguences of this backwardness which were bound 
to remain until a new economic structur'e could he created 
on a,Russi<;lf. and world ,scale. It could overthrow Kerensky, 
defeat Wrangel and Kolchak, hurl back the intervention 
of ,the imperialists, but by itself, without the aid of the 
more a<;lvanced working class of western Europe, it was 
too w~ak to prevent the rise of the most characteristic phe
nomenon of backwardness - the rule of ,bureaucratic over
lords, headed' by Stalin, on the back of the revolution. If 
Ltnin rdlect\!d the strength and greatness of the Russian 

proletariat, then Stalin was the product of iits weakness and 
ofa society weighed down with the -inheritance of an al
most med~eval past. 

But the question does not end there. If it did, the Men
sheviks who had predicted dire consequences if Russia dared 
to skip over the stage of capitalism, would today be an 
important current in the worker'S' movem~nt in~tead of 
dopesters and scribblers whose knowledge of Russian per
mits them to furnish useful bits of information to the press 
,and Sta,te Department. Stalin throttled the revolutionary 
wing' of the Russian working class when he smashed the 
Left Opposition in the Twenties. With that defeat the pro
letariat as a whole was removed by a bureaucracy as the 
conscious, guiding force of the revolution and from. an di
roct participation in the state ,and the economy. But the 
peculiarity of this development li~s in the fact that the 
victory of reaction was '. not accompanied by a restoration 
of capitalism, that ,the revolution surviv,ed this terrible de
feat. I t not only 'survived but it ~ven succeeded in making 
its agent in a distort~d and unexpected way the 'Very en'g:i
near of the triumphant reaCtion, St'aiJin himseLf. And precise
ly therein is the key to the enigma of Stalin and Stalinism 
illuminated and demonstrated again ,and again by the 
m'ainchapters of ,the post-Lenin period of the Russian 
Revolution. 

The Bureaucrats' Alliance With the Peasantry 
The bureaucracy 'could not simply usurp }the state pow

er after Lenin's death, nor could it find sufficient support 
for· this 'coup d'etat among the Russian workers, most of 
whom stood athwart its path in :revolutionary hostility. It 
had ,to turn for aid to that class which had been the chief 
beneficiary of the democratic phase of the R4ssian Roevolu
tion, and which, as 'a capitalist formation, ran the risk of 
being the chief loser 'in its sociaHst phase. Lenin and Trot,sky 
were deeply conscious .that the Russian peasantry, like the 
peasantry in aN previous revolutions, could very likely turn 
'against their own revolution and become the tool of the 
new reaction. For that reason they constantly reiterated 
that the fate of the Russian Revolution depended on the 
alliance of the proletariat 'and the peasantry - and lipoQ a 
struggle of the poor elements within the pea.,santry against 
its mOTe capitalist sections. But they did not envisage the 
alliance of anti-revolutionary bureaucracy with the peas
ants, and particularly with its richer members. Stalin"s al
liance with Bukharin and Rykov was in its own indirect 
way the political consummation of that alliance.' \Vithin 
a few years the social force of this alliance proved power
ful enough not only to overwhelm the revolutionary sec
tions of the proletari,atbut to bring the peasantry to I the 
very threshold of power. In 1928-29, the Soviet Union 
stood on ,the brink of capit'alist restoration. 

It was then that the revolution re-asserted itself, forc
ing Stalin to turn on his former allies, to make war on the 
very class that had brought him to power, to appeal to the 
prolet:uiat for its aid in saving the revolution and to bor
row bag and b<.lggoage from the program of the revolution
ary representatives of the proletariat, the Left Opposition, 
whom he had just liquidated in the factiona,l civil war in 
the party. The revolution turned to the left again. True 
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there was a coincidence of interest between a section of the 
bureaucracy (which stood to lose all by a defeat of the 
revolution) and of the Russian working class. But more 
important was what the events indicat'ed of the power of 
the revolution: it wa.s not the peasant,ry which triumphed 
over the bureaucracy but the proletariat which imposed 
its historic interests on this bureaucracy, even after its most 
legitim~te representatives had been crushed and defeated'. 

Superiority Over, French Revolution 
I n this decisive Nisi,s was revea,le'd the immense superior

ity, historically and socially, of the Russian proletarian 
revolution over the Fr~nch bourge()is revolution of the 18th 
cE'nltury. After the destruction of the ,plebeian 'base of Jaco
bin power by Robespierre, whi<;h opened the gates to the 
Thermidorean reaction, the Erench revolution never again 
moved left. The Thermidor was followed by the Ntt>o
leonic Empire which in turn was supplanted by a new rule 
of the Bourbons, ruling this time to be sure for the bour
geoisie and not for the shattered feudal nobHity. The bour
geoisie, through the Thermidor, had definitively triumphed 
over all the plebeian forces - it no longer needed the rev
olution. 

But the Thermidorean forces of the Russian Revolu
tion, the Stalinist bureaucracy, were compelled in the' in
ttrests of sellf-prese~rvati'On to again arouse the plebeians of 
the 20th century, i.e., the disciplined, cohesive and sodal
ist<onscious prole,t,ariat. It was the working class which 
was summoned to carry the major brunt of toil and sac
if ifice in the execution of the Fi've Yea'r Plans; it wa1s the 
most hardy and courageous elements of this class which 
poured into the countryside to implement the vast project 
of collectivization of a,gricuIture 

The Bureaucracy's Stolen Privileges 
Now ,havmg destroyed the. peasant base, on which the 

Bonapartist regime in the Kremlin ,balanced itself ag'ainst 
the working dass, the bureaucracy sought once ,again to 
achieve its independence from the class it could neither live 
with nor live without. Once 'again it struck at the prole
tariat in the monster purges of the Thirties. In the process, 
there was crea,ted ,a kind of aristocr~cy of labor and a man
algeria'l and g6vennmental 'caste enjoying except ion all privi
leges and a living standard incomparably higher than that 
of the masses. The caste had gained a certain st,ability, but 
it was a tr,ansient, crisis-ridden stability. 

The new privileges, considerable as they were, could 
not be ,converted into property in l,and or the means of 
production; they could not be converted into capital, the 
prime source of wealth and power for' a ruling class in the 
modern world. On the contr.ary, these privileges derived 
from a system of property relations, nationalized in form, 
socialist in, essence and inexorably striving toward a great
er egalitarianism, from a system, in short, thalt wa.s the anti
thesis of the stolen privileges of the -ruling caste. In fact, 
the bureaucr'acy, ex~ept for ~afew brazen indiscretions 
from time to time, has sought to concea,l i,ts favored posi
tion. To this day there are no s,tatistics in the Soviet Union 
on comparative incomes. Unlike the nouveaux ricbes of the 
capitalist world, it dare not indu'lge in conspiouous waste; 

it must ever lie about its real situaltion. it must constantly 
explains tha"t the inequalities ~l're merely a phase of, the 
transitional epoch, with the inevitable citations from Marx 
and Lenin. 

The Balance Sheet: Promise ana Fulfillment 
We can now better assess Stalin's role and place in the 

post-revolution era. We are led unerringly to one concIu
,sion: despite his physical assodation with the great works 
of the revolution, he must go down in history as a usurper, 
a hangman, hated and despised: 

1. Stalin ~ame to power promising 'an end to the rigors 
of civil war that rharked the Lenin-Trotsky era, promising 
a slowing down of the revolution, the most gradual transi
tion, to sOciali,sm (wich wou;lld be built "alt a snai.J's pa'ce") 
and the harmonious collaboration of all classes with ex
ceptional favors to the peasantry (this wias the meaning 
of the ,endless refrain in the ear,ly days that Tro,tsky was 
"underestimating the peasantry"). 

Within four-five years, Stalin turned into the direct op
pOStite, converting the Soviet Union into a vast battlefield 
of civi'l walr for the collectivization of agriculture. ' More 
,lives wpre lost in its panicky bureaucratic execution (of 
,a correct program) through violence, economic disloca
tion, f'amine than in all the earlier years of revolution, 
counter-revolution, civil war against the White Guards and 
ragainst foreign intervention. Thus StaUn's roae in the inon
.omenta,1 translmmaltion of Russia, agricul'turai}Jy an~d in.
dustriaHy, is characterized ,first by the betrayal of the prom
ise on which he rose to power and second, for its barbarous
ness and total callousness for human life. 

, 2. To create the sodalist economic foundations that 
would save the regime from capitalist restoration, Stalin 
turned to the proletariat demanding tremenqous sacrifices 
from it for industrial construction which were made with 
the ,greatest heroism, devotion and self-abnegation. Again 
Stalin had borrowed from Trotsky's program of "perma
nent revolution" but again it was applied in panic entail
ing the most frightful waste, incompetence and the con
sequent unnecessary suffering on the part of the p~ople. 

In the end, however, the proletariat discovered that the 
sacrifices had not been equally made by all sections ,of So
viet society, that a bureaucracy was baHening off the new 
wealth created by economic growth, and fInally that it had 
been shorn of all means of self-defense ,against the arbi~ 
trary power, the arrogance· of this uncontrolled bureau
cracy. 

3. Stalin rose to power promising peace to a war-weary, 
revolution-weary Russian people. Th~te would be "sodal:
ism" for them in "~ne country," there would be an end 
to Trotsky's "wor:I1d revollution adventurism." This was all 
to be achieveq by ,avoiding any revolutionary clashes With 
capitalism by 'making a state l'oli'cy of international col
laboration or Hcohabitation" with world capitalism. 

, I n the interim between the two Wars, he succeeded in 
averting, damning up 'and even contributing to the sup

. pression of the revolutionary dashes with capitalism on a 
national scale (in Germany, France, Spain). But he could 
not avoid the most fatal of all the clashes, that which in
volved the Soviet Union itself on an international scale in 
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World War II, and which was made possible in part by 
Stall in's "peace" policy itse'lf Fair from the bringing of an 
era of durable "pe'ace" and indefinite cohabitation' of the 
two systems, as Stalin again promised, the war gave new 
and unprecedented impetus to the revolutionary encoun
ters of proletarians and colonial peoples on two conti
nents, and then once again came the ever impending dan
ger of a far bigger conflict with world imperialism 6n a 
global scale. 

In brief: 

The ,. peasants' friend" became its most hated foe. 

Tbe "builder of socialism" became tbe defender of the 
new privilege. 

The "man of peace" witbout revolutions became the 
man of war surrounded by rev;olutions be didn't want and 
tried to prevent. Tbe last years 0/ his life 7J.N~re marked not 
by "cohabitation" but by Cold War. 

The Most Consumnlate Opp~rtuni8t 
Stalin' cannot receive credit for being forced to do the 

very opposite of what he intended and promised. He can 
only earn eternal ignominy for using barbaric methods 
directly at variance with the aims to be achieved, and used 
for .privilege-seeking, power-seeking purposes. He goes down 
in history a'S the 'most consummate, ruthless ppportunist of 
~,!H ti:.mes. Alii suffered from this opportunism - the left anld 
the right, the peasantry and the: proletariat, various sections 
of the bureaucracy it,self at different times, important ,bat
tJ,Iions of the worlld proleta,riat. Stalin's role wa-s fun
damentaJ.ly a barrier to the progress of the Russian Revolu
tion in the post-Lenin era. I ts achievements are consequen1f!ly 
a victo~y over hi.s opportul1,ism -' it wa.s not he who Jed the 
revolution, but the revolution which impressed him unwil
lingly into its service" at tremendolls cost to its~lf. The 
honor for the achievements will one day be accorded to 
the, men Stalin liquidated, because it was their program, 
'their prescience which made these achlelvements possible. 

Stalhiism -- Doctrine of Reactionary Epoch 
The death of Stalin prefigures the end of Stalinism. 

This applies uniquely to the Georgian tyrant and not at 
all to the great revolutionary figures to whose succession he 
forcibly, falsely laid claim and which he forced 'an entire 
stat'e and people to recognize. Marxism did not die with 
Marx; nor Leninism wi,th Lenin, nor Trotskyism with 
Trotsky. In their cases, the mor'tal man, was only the phys-' 
ical frame for immortal doctrine and works. But if the 
ideas of~ these towering figure's became more powerful,. 
more acceptable after their death it is because their genius 
consisted in being able to divine the future through analys
ing the past and underst'anding the present. They were) so 
to'spe.ak, ahead of their times, which meims they were in 
tune with human progress. 

Stalinism, on the other hand, was already dying before 
the demise of its foremost spokesman. That Was because 
i( was nota doctrine,' not a system of ideas, not °a un.iversal 

'world-outlook, above all, not a science. I f the world ph i
losophy can be 'sufficiently distorted, Stalinism might be 
called 'a philosophy of conservatism and defeatism. Like 

Stalin himself, iit was the product of a specific epoch, the 
rationalization of a, temporary phenomenon, the making 
of a vi'rtue out of necessity. Far from foreseeing the future, 
it tried to enclose the past into the present, and to perpe
tuate the present into the future. I t was out of tune with 
human progress, standpat, regressive, reactionary. 

Defeats, the .backwardness of Russia, its isolation and 
encirclement by a still powerful capitalist ,world brought 
Stalinism into being. It gradually came to the conclusion, 
then made it a state doctrine, that the victory of the so
cialist revolution was impossible anywhere else in the 
world. Any attempt at revolution, they believed and de· 
creed, would lead only to defeat and then to war against 
the ~viet Union. The duty of the Communist parties was 
therefore restricted to placating or pressuring their bour
geoisie, and to wait - to, wait until ·after 'Socialism was 
oompletdy built illl t'be USSR, Ito wait until the end of 
that historic period when socialism wou/ld prove so at
tractive, so superior a system that capitalism would fall of 
its own weight. B,ut since the USSR was encircled by mor
tal enemies, endangered aU the time, there had Ito be an 
iron discipli'ne in the country, there had to be a bureau
cracy for this function, to prot'ect and supervise ,the masses 
and thus to sh~pherd them into socialism (and naturaNy, 
it expected to be properly rewarded). 

That was the epoch of crushing defeats from China to 
Spain. It was crowned with the .triumph of Hitler and the 
Naz,i conquest of Europe. It was the epoch when the Soviet 
Union was stained with the blood of revolu:tionists as the 
night of Stalinist terror descended over the bureaucrats' 
Socialism in One Country. That epoch ,lasting almost twen
ty years came to an end with \Vorld \Var II., 

The War Changes, Everythhlg 
Surprised by the war, and particularly by the attack 

O'f his erSitwhi,le aiJIy, Adol;f Hiltle,r, Stallin wanted no more 
than the defeat of Germany and J ap'an - these were his 
total war-aims, aU McCarthyite raving to the contrary not
withstanding -:- and the re)umption of the pre-war colIa
bor~tion with "pealce-Ioving," "democratic" capitalism. The 
goal was attained, but it proved more than Stalin had bar
gained for. 

The defeat of the two main bastions of reaction in Eu
rope and Asia, ~he exhaustion of British and French cap
italism, ,the disruption of their colonial systems opened the 
floodgates to the greatest revolutionary torrent in history. 
It passed through the very channels the Kremlin had- so 
laboriously, so viBainouslyconstructed to divert the tide 
- that is, through Communist parties themsetlves. The 
Kremlin denounced, exhorted, pleaded, sabotaged, made 
secret deals with the enemies' of the revolution, but there 
was no damming the tide; it came on irresistibly. The con
trast with the pre-war epoch is overwhelming. 

In 1924, shortly after Stalin's ascent to power, there 
was a revolutionary crisis ih Germany indl,lced by the ef
fects of the Kaiser's defeat in World War I, the depreda
tions of the victorious VersaiHe~ powers, by raging infla
tion, by economic stagnation. At this juncture, Stalin sent 
a discouraging communication Ito the young, inexperienced 
German Comntunist Party seeking to' dissuade it from 
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bold, revolutionary action. Such, he admonished, could on
ly lead to defeat, and, in any caSf, the Russians were too 
weak to come to their ,aid if their successful action should 
be subject to miHtary intervention from .the .imperialist 
states. The effects of the letter were to create confusion, 
uneasiness and restraint in a situation where clarity and 
audacity were prerequisites'. The opportunity was missed 
-and eventually became one of the causes that paved the 
way for Hitler. 

Twenty years Ilater, in ,an interview in Moscow, Stalin 
gave the same type of advice to Tito whose partisan forces 
were fighting a civil war in Yugoslavia. A year or two 
la,ter, and then again in 1948 he gave the Chinese Commu
nists the benefit of the same wisdom·. (The pertinent facts 
of these ,incidents have now been made public by Tito. 
They are quoted elsewhere in, this issue in a review of 
Yiladimir Dedijer's biography of the Yugoslav leader.) 
The Yugoslavs listened ,intently to Stalin's advice, and the 
Chinese even a:greed. Then they went back home a.nd ... 
,did the .opposite - led their armed tdr'Cles in victorious 
struggle against reactionaryenemie's and conquered state 
power. , 

In the interim: there developed another unexpected turn 
of events, particularly for Stalin, in Eastern Europe. He 
began, at the tel1mination of the Second World War, by 
attempting to maintain the ent,ire area asa miHtary buf
fer zone of friendly states, occupied or protected by Soviet 
troops; and ,also as an area that could be utilized for po
,litical bargaining and commercial transactions wi,th west
ern ca'Pitalism. He was obliged, onlly a few years dater, ttl 
reverse this polity completely and thus to uproot capital
ism root and branch in one-third of Europe. Next to the 
Chinese Revolution, the creation of 1hese new, deformed 
workers' states became a chief cause of imperialist prepa
rations for World War II I, which Stalin's entire anti-revo
,lutionary policy had sought to avert. 

China Shakes the World and. • • Stalinism 
Sic tra.nsit gloria mundi! Thus ended two myths - as 

unquestionable for two decades as Papal Bulls! 
1. Stalin's infallibility: I f communists fought for pow

er, they couldn't win, among other' reasons because he 
wouldn't he'lp them, anld ceJ'ltain'ly because ,he'd help them 
rose. He tried to help them lose in Yugoslavia and China 

but they fought ,anyw,ay, and won. 
2. Socialism in One Country: This was the theory that 

there ,coul'd not an~d s,houl<d not be revolu.tions anyWhere 
else in the world until the USSR had entered the realm of 
communism; ,and that therefore the working class and 
colonial peoples of the world were merely accessories to 
the Kremtlin. 

Yugoslav1ia, Eastern Europe called the theory into ques
tion. 

China! China shook the world, and pu.t an end to t,he 
theory forever. Without Stalin's help, agains this a'dvi~ce, 
despite his sabotage and ,secret deals with Roosevelt, 
ChurchiH and Chiang Kai-shek, the Chinese Communist 
Party under Mao Tse-tung overthrew capitalist rule over 
one-f~ftth of the world's popu,lation, uodenmining impeda'l
ism beyond repair. 

When S.talin signed the Sino-Soviet Treaty in 1950 
binding him to the defense of the Chinese Revolution 
against any attack - the first time he had ever agreed to 
defend anything but the Soviet Union and the bureaucracy 
- he officially signed the death warrant of his most pre
cious theory. Not only was another revolution given equal 
footing with that in the Soviet Union, but ,added to the 
treaty either as a secret clause ora separate understanding 
was the agreement'that henceforth Mao Tse~tung would be 
empowered with the right of CODI RECTION OF THE 
WORLD STALINIST MOVEMENT. 

Stalin's speech at the 19th Congressof the Russian Com
munist Party last October, which received Httleattention 
in the ,capitalist press, was in effect ·a last testament and a 
public admission of the bankruptcy of his theory and 
practice of Socialism in One Country. He went to consid
er"able pains to prove that the Soviet Union (meaning his 
Bonapartist c'Hque) hald ailded the struggle for so'Ciallism by 
defeating Germany and Japan ,in the war. He admrtted 
that the Soviet Uni,on was dependent on the workers of 
the world. His plea for their help in the event of war was 
motivated on the grounds that by so doing they wou.ld in 
reality be aiding their own struggle for 'Socialism. 

So universally recognized was the demise of Stann's 
,theory that the new Soviet rulers cast it into the grave as 
much a cadciveras their dead 'leader. Not one of the three 
funeral orators even made passing reference to the theory 
that ·had once been ca:lIed an ea'r,thsha'king 'contdbution to 
Marxism. But aU three gave Stalin credit for Hprole~adan 
internationalism," which he had fought -like an enraged 
bea.st during his Hfetime. 

Changes in the Soviet Union 
Since the ~nd of the war, the world has changed as much 

inside the Soviet Union as outside. Stalin had seized power 
over the Soviet staJte in a backward country with an iil
literate people, only a small minority of whom were in~ 
dustrial workers. Today ,the Soviet Union properly boasts 
of one of the largest working classes in . the world, of a 
comparat,ively cultured people, an educated youth, techni
cians, scientists, (despi1te all the artists still in uniform). 
The foundations and raison d' etre of the bureaucratic re
gime are being steadily under.mined by the constant crea~ 
tion of ,an ,abundance of the very qualities which the bu~ 
reaucracy had once enjoyed as a tiny minority and for 
which it commanded such a high price for its, services, 
Thus, if for ,the sake of argument, we were to grant that 
Sta.Iin had made this world, then it was unmaking him 
and Stalinism before his death. 

Already at the 19th ~ongress of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union, in Malenkov~s report and in Stalin's 
booklet on the problems of the So~et, economy there was 
a sharp reflection of these changes in the Sovief Union 
which 'took the form of a subdued clash between the new 
proletarian and intellectual critics and their bureaucratic 
over.Iords. Basically, despite the utmost care to disguise 
this criticism in ;language that would pass the censors in 
a police regime, the criticism revolved .around three pri
mary questions: the st,anda'rd of living; the privi'leges of 
the bureaucracy ,and inequalities in, income; t,h~ iron dic-' 

I 
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tatdrship - a theme obviously discussed as is apparent 
,from the constant attacks against those expounding Marx's 
conception of "the withering ,away of the state." (For more 
exten_ded treatment of these questions; the reader is re
ferred to studies by Ernest Germain and Michel Pablo on 
Ithe Con'gress in the -last issue of Fourth International.) 

At the Congress, the Krem.Jjn seemed prepared to make 
some concessions to the masses and-its cri.tics by the fierc
est verbal assaults against bureaucracy heard in many a 
year, by an attempt to renovate the Communist Party' as 
an instrument of control against certain sections of the 
bureaucracy, and by granting certain rights to the rank 
and file - within very strict limits', naturally - against 
some of their more arbitrary, arrogant masters. Although 
the cause and intent were clear, the proposals were more 
than ~omewhat vague. But before the new program could 
even begin to go 'into operation, the Kremlin seem-ed sud
den.ly to change its mind, and the stage was being set for 
a new vast purge initiated by the arrest of the nine doc
tors,' followed by the typical screaming denunciations of 
"bourgeoi,s nationalists," ','swi,ndlers," "devi(ttion;sts," "l'fhe 
scum of old oppOsitions," ,and with the Jews begJinning to 
figure as major scapegoats. It appeared tha1 a policy of 
concessions was an untracked wi'lderness for ~he bureau
crcy' while the ptir,ge wa~ a welil-trodden path. 

Into the' midst of this impending purge, there broke 
Stalin's 'death. Alt once aU bets were off, all signals changed 
or changing. The problems remained the same as, before 
his death : the conflict between the parasitism of the bu
reaucracy with the needs of the nationalized economy; the 
conflict of the masses and the new intellectual strata with 
the buteaucracy; the pressure from all stra:ta of Soviet so
ciety for' greater democracy and freedom. But the relation
'Ships-had now altered within the bureaucracy, ,and thereby, 
to a certain extent, between the bureaucracy and the people. 

Position and Problems of the New Regime 
The new ru'lers, none of them inheriting Stalin's posi

tion of unquestioned power,none viewed by each other 
and the bureaucracy' as a whole as a court of last resort, 
each 'fearing the other and all fearing the masses - they 
drew back from the pur.ge as from. a plague. Obviously 
none would entrust the execution of ithe purge to the other, 
as it mi,ght very weH mean his own exe'cution; and none 
w~s strong enough to force it without the agreement of the 
others. 'The more compelling motive that decided the course 
of ,the Stalin succession was its relationship to the Soviet 
masses; The hew regime' had first to consolidate its posi
tion,'.to win a. m.easure of support for itself among the p~o
pIe. Above' all, it had to pacify discontent, else ,all the op
positional forces gathering before Stalin's death but then 
res'trained by the apparent strength of the regime might 
noW break loose be'cause of. its apparent weakness. 

Malenkov had .apparently been bestowed with the high 
title, but 'it was also apparent that he could net play the 
role' of Stalin. For if the conditions, internally and inter
na'tionally, that made it possibl~ for Stalin to continue as 
the supreme arbiter were being undermined before his 
death, then the circumstances were even more unfavorable 
to attempt to build up a successor for that position. Con-

sequently, the new regime was obliged to recognize that 
the monoJi,th no longer gives the same appearance of om
nipotent power, that it can no longer act in the same way 
as in the past. The ",iron unity" of the bureaucracy under 
a single head, has now been supplanted by a coalition of 
represent.a.tives of the v.arious sections of the bureaucracy: 
party, state, army, secret police, economy. The new talk 
in the Soviet press about "collective leadership," the dia
tribes against the evils of "one-man leadership" are a re
flection of the existence and needs of this coalition. 

Its first need was to gain support for the coalition as 
a whole, while each section of the bureaucracy secretly is 
seeking to ga-in support for itself as against the other'S, and 
for this purpose it was essential that the new regime pre
sent an appearance of benevolence to the masses. In this, 
the new rulers ha V'e no.t been a verse to casting off the 
"Sta.Jin tradiltion:' as if ilt were an oM rag'- This began im
mooia,tdy at the funeral!. All three pretenlders for power 
promised an jmprovement of li:ving conditions - there was 
not ,even t·he va1guest hint of sUlch a promise at the 19th Con
gress. Beria went one step further and promi,sed the safe
gualidin'g of the rights of Soviet citizens - the keynote at 
the J 9th Congress wa.s vigihnce an1d more vigi.Iance (i.e. 
coercion and repression). No sooner was the corpse disposed 
of than began the series of measures which some journalists 
compared. to "the IO .days that shook t:he worlld." This is un
doubtedly a tremendous exaggeration, but they were cor
rect in an intuitive feeling that the new measures were 
pregnant with the most significant change. 

Four Steps That Startled the World 
Stalin had enlarged, extended and diffused the domi

nant organisms of rhe regime apparently to permit his heir:' 
apparent, Malenkov, better possibilities of single-handed 
contrpl. Tbe first act 'of Jthe new regime was to combine 
and r'educe the size of these .leading committees so as to 
thwart Malenkov and divide the power among several. 
This was followed by Malenkov's resignation from the 
powerful party secretariat, and ,then by the ret'Jrn of Mar .. 
shal Zhukov, "the hero of Berlin," whom Stalin had sent 
into obscurity - thus further diffusing the power by bring
ing the army into a more prominent position. 

The second act of the regime was to fulfill its promise 
for an amelioration of living conditions by a drastic re
duction in prices. The burden of Stalin's economic "master
piece," which only a few weeks before had been advertised 
as the greatest contribution to socialist thought since Marx, 
was that any rea:} improvement in the standard of living 
had to wai:t until the advent of communism. 

The 1 bird act was to reverse the direction toward a new 
purge, taken after th~ 19th Congress under Stalin's guid
ance, by :the proclam'ation of a general amnesty. True, the 
amnesty measure slt:olpped short of those sentenced for "coun .. 
ter-revolutionari,' crimes (which natural:Iy includes the 
genuine r'evolutionary opponents and critics of the regime), 
and the newspapers immediately issued, the usual warn
ings against "Trotskyists and B'ukharinists." Bu:t it must 
be remembered that the new, regime was seeking support 
to protect itself, not com'mitting suicide. 

The fourth act and most startling of aU the measures 
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was the release of the imprisoned doctors who had been 
given a one-way ticket Ito "liquidation." More important 
even than their exoneration was the accompanying official. 
admission that a frame-up had been perpetrated, that con
fessions had been extorted by coercion, that anti-semitism 
had been used as an . off icia.I method. It was an unprece
dented action, a direct blow at the very foundations of 
Stalinist rule - at the infallibility of the regime, at its 
barbaric 'method of settling difference.s with politica·l op
ponents an:d of main:taining power. It raised doubts about 
the Moscow Trials and about the. Kostov, Rajk and Slan
sky trials in Eastern European .countries; it raised doubts 
about Sta;lin's methods of dealing with the national ques
tion which Malenkov, Beria and Molotov had sworn to 
uphold and continue in th;ir speeches at Stalin's funer~l. 

Finally, the indictment of high police officials for per
secuting the doctors, regardless of the ,maneuvers it served 
in the clique struggl~ at the top, reversed the process be
gun after the 19th Congress which took the for,m of a po
H:ce hunt of Hdi'ssol'Ulte inteHeotua'ls." 

Masses Observe Cracks in the Monolith 
Undoubtedly the masses - who have developed that 

acute sensitivity of change of all peoples living in a die,. 
tatorship - saw in these measures the first crack in the 
monolith, its essential weakness, the differences, antag
onisms and clique struggle for power. They probably spec
ula1:ed that the amnesty decree was a blO\W a!gainst Beria who 
had been responsible for the imprisonments over the last 
five years covered by the decree. They probably reckoned 
that the vindication of the doctors was a blow against 
Malenkov (and Stalin) who had charg~d Beriaand the 
secu6ty organs with "lack of vilgibnce" at the time ()/f 
the doctors' arrest. These signs prefigure th~ end of the 
Stalinist dictatorship. They announce the coming. entry 
of the Soviet masses onto the political arena. When the 
,top bureaucqts, :to settle the·conflicts in their own ranks, 
are compelled to appeal to the masses for support, then 
its ·inevitable ·counterpart must be an attempt by these 
masses to utilize the conflict among the bureaucrats to put 
·an end to aH bureaucratic rule. 

Trotsky wrote in 1929, when it appeared that the 
wealthy peasantry was gaining, the upper hand in the 
Thermidorean coalition, that the film of history was un
winding backwards toward a capitalist restoration in the 
USSR. Today, it ,can be said that its direction is reversed 
and is now unwinding toward social ist democracy in the 
USSR. Not at once, :to be sure, and not rapidly. There wi;ll 
probably still be many ups and downs, many conflicts be
tween the masses and the bureaucracy, new outbreaks of 
violence, coercion and probably even purges, and the en
Ifire process in aH likelihood will pass through a Third 
World War. But its direction is indisputable, its outcome 
is inevitable - not the restoration of capitaZ,ism, but the 
return 01 socialist democracy Oft a lar higher level. 

liEs schwindelt(' (it makes one dizzy) Lenin said to 
Trotsky soon after Ottober, in remarking about the enor
mous transform'l,tion that had brought them out of the 
obscurity of exile to the helm of the first workers' state. 

ttEs schwindelt~' to contemplate the vast .changes, open
ing now which the. generation of Marxists today shall still 
see in their lifetime. 

New Relations in Anti-Imperialist Camp 
What the Russian workers are beginning to see about 

the new 'regime, although they are not yet able to act upon 
·their conclusions, can also be seen in other ,parts of the 
anti-imperialist camp, and this is beginning to. determine 
a new· attitude to the Kremlin. It was of considerable sym
bolic significance that Mao Tse-tung was the only leader 
of the bloc of workers' states who did not go to Moscow 
to pay homage to ;thedead leader and directly, estaqIish 
his relationships with the new ones. He seemed to be say
ing that his debts were not so :large that they could not be 
discharged by a subordinate; that there was no single 
leader powerful enough with whom to negotiate, that he 
would deal with all of them together and with each of them 
against the other. 

But on the contrary', the new Kremlin rulers seemed to 
feel b,r more <constrained to make public disp'lay of thei'r 
frienldsh~p for revolutiona'ry Ohina an'd Mao than he to 
them. They were openly recognizing China's position of 
co-directi9n that Stalin had already. acknowledged in ,fact. 
All of the funeral orators singled mit China for specia.l, 
laudatory mention; Malenkov forged the photograph of 
the signing of the 1950 Sino-Soviet Treaty to eliminate all 
other participants but he, Ma'o and Stalin. 

Even more substantial in concessions to Mao was· the 
new trade agreement with the Soviet Union which is ex
tremely favorable to China. And finally - it was China 
that took the lead in the new peace offensive. Previously 
it was Malik who had made the peace offering on Korea: 
then it was Vishinsky -who rejected the Indian proposal 
before lthe Chinese coultI speak. This time Chou En-Ilai 
made the proposals which were then seconded and support
.ed by Molotov. 

These are no isolated, episodic events. They are signs 
of a new relationship of forces in· which the Kremlin no 
longer holds single, undisputed leadership; they are part 
of a process which must eventually and inevitably pass 
through the rest of Ithe new anti-capitalist world, into East
ern Europe and that must "liberate," as Pablo wrote (Mil
itant, April 6) "the centrifugal tendencies ... in the leader
ship of 1he Communist parties in vassalage or tied to the 
Kremlin." 

The Coming Vindication of Trotskyism 
Trotsky predicted that the victories of the revolution 

in other parts of the world ·would bring about the down
fal:l of Stalinism. But because these victories have thus 
far occurred in backWard countries and under the leader
ship of Stalinist~type parties, the process is taking differ
ent for.ms than Trotsky envisaged but the content is tihe 
same. The rise of new workers' sta~tes, tlte sprea,d of the 
colonial revolutions - joined to the moder'nization of the 
Soviet Union - is having tthe effect of loosening the bonds 
of the Stalinist monolith intei-nalIy; And this must event
uaHy react to loosen the bonds of the monolith on a world 
scale. 
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Will the process take the form of a violent upheaval 
against bure.flucratic rule in the USSR? Or will concessions 
to the masses and sharing of power - as was the long 
course in the English bourgeois revolution in the political 
relationship' between the rising bourgeoisie and the declin
ing nobility - gradually undermine the base of the. bu
reaucracy? Or will "'the evolution be a combination of both 
forms? That we cannot now foresee. But tba-h this process 
means not the end ot socialism, but its great renaissance -
. t bat is certain. 

Now there can no longer be any doubt that history will 
provi'de a supreme vindication for the long, indomitable 
6trugogle for the ideas and program of Trotskyism, the sci
ence of working class victory. Whatever its form, whatever 
its direction, whatever the unforeseen twists and compli
cations of the reality - it will come. 

This is to be affirmed not only in revolutionary op
timism - for which there was never more reason in the 
hundred-year history of Marxism. It is affirmed as an in
controvertible verity, ·a scientific truth beyond argument. 

1 The Coming Showdown in Latin America 

J 

One Year of the Bolivian Revolution 
Exa'otly one year algo this month there occurred :tJhe 

revolutionary ascent to pO,wer of the government headed 
by Paz Estenssoro 

The aotion of tlhe arrped masses swept out the former 
military government and brought to power the party which 
w(ls knpwn for its national-democratic revolutionary tra
ditionand program: the Movimiento Nacional Revolu
cionario (MNR). 

Since ,then there has unfolded a veritably revolutionary 
era in the country which has been characterized' by ever 
more widespread' and cleepgoing activity of the worker 
and peasant masses. 

This situation can only be defined as the naiional-dem
ocratic phase of the Bolivian Revolution. 

* * * 
Bolivia is a semi-colonial country whose particular eco-

nomic and social structure explains the unfolding revolu
tion and determines its character. 

Situated in the center of South America, with an area 
of 412,772 s·qua1re'mi'les, it is i!nhabited by a population of 
less than 3,500,000 persons. 65% of this population is con
centrated 01, the upper !pla,teau (Altipl~no), 12,000 feet 
above sea level and whose area does not exceed 16% of that 
of'tlhe entire country. 20% of the popubtion is concentrate'd 
in the Yunga some 4,000 feet above sea -level and ~overing 
some 14 % of the total area.' The remaining 15 % of the 
population is scattered in the Llanos and the Gran Chaco 
region, some' 200 feet above sea l~v~1 and encompassing 
some 70% of the total territory of the country. 

The concentration of the largest part of the population 
in the A ltiplano is explained by ~he proximity of the mines 
whose production still accouQts for the most important 
wealth' of the country. This concentration already . existed 
at the time of the Incas who, by means of a colossal sys
tem of iniga'tion work,s and soH conservation, had suc
ceeded in maintaining ,the principal ·sector of agriculture 
of the country on the Altiplano and thus of resolving the 
problem of food supply for the workers in the mines. 

. From this geographic distribution of the population, in 
.flagrant contradiction with the natural distribution of the 

arable land of the country, there arises one of the causes of 
its economic disequilibrium, and especiaHy of its very low 
standard of Hving. 

Poverty and Land-Hunger 
Agricultural p'roduction is among the lowest in' all Lat

in America, and this despite the existence of some 65 mil
lion hectares [one hectare is over two acres] of arable and 
M'OOded land whkh can be pu! into production at rela
tively liale expense. 

The cultural and material level of the population is one 
of the lowest in the world. According to a UN commission', 
consumption of food per inhabitant comes to some 1,600 
calories a day as against 2,730 in Argentina, 2,350 in Bra
zi.J, 2,280 in Colombia. T'he Commission's r.eport add that 
this consumption is naturally clearly inadequate for a nor
mal adult weighing an average of 140 pO':lnds, but, fortu
nately, it comments, the average weight of Bolivians is un
der this figure. It omits to add that this is the result of 
chronic malnutrition. 

From 1937 to 1952 the retail price index rose from 100 
;to 1,04D. Wages for the same period. however, only went 
up ftom 100 to 650. 

In Argentina there is an average of two pairs of shoes 
annually pet inhabitant, in Chile -a pair and a haH, in Peru 
one pair for four inhabitants, in ,Bolivia one pair for 17 
inhabitants. . / 

The large majority of the population, composed of In
dios (autochtons) and metis, is i II.ite rate, which accounts 
f~r the electorate being a small minority of the people. In 
1950 there were 142,000 children registered' in primary 
schools out ofa tota,1 of 445,000 children of school age; 
they attended schools in the rural districts 60 days of the 
year, and 90-100 days in urban districts. Higher education 
is exclusiveiy reserved for· a ~mall minority coming from 
the middle and upper 1ayer~ of the petty bourgeoisie. 

The social geography of the country is typical of all 
semi-colonia;! countries. The peasants are in the majority; 
there is ,a quite numerous urban petty bourgeoisie; a pro
letarian minority strongly concentrated however in the 
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mines and jn some other industries (transport, textile, ~e
ment. glass, chemical products, beer and alcohol, tobacco, 
tanning) 

The propertied groups of the country are mainly com
posed of lay:ers of large landed proprietors and of a nu
merica-By weak' compradore-type bourgeoisie deriving its 
main income from mine holdings and a few other indus
tries, the most important of which were owned by the im
perialists (principally A~ericans and English). 

Distribution of National Income 
The peasant population accounts for some, 900,000 toB-' 

ers, the great majority of whom are completely landless or 
own a bit of ground froll) lh to 3 hectares. For the most 
part they work as agricultura;l workers or serfs in the fields 
of the big landowners, whose property varies in size from 
a few thousand to 20 thousand and more hectares. They 
live ~nd work on these lands .in the most miserable condi
tions of housing, sanitation and food. These conditions, 
taken together with the extremely primitive m~thods and 
means of cultivating the soil, explain the very poor output 
of agriculture. For all of these reasons the agrarian' ques
tion is extremely acute in Bolivia as are its effects there .. 
fore on the politica'l developments of the country and the 
future of the revolution. 

The urban petty bourgeoisie is divided between a very 
poor majority. highly radicalized because of its unstable 
conditions and always available as an a:lly of the revolu
tionary proletariat, and on the other side certaip upper 
layers corrupted by their relatively privileged position in 
the state apparatus and in the staffs of the large mining, 
industrial and commercial establishments. 

The proletariat is some 200,000 strong, 60,000 of whom 
are miners, 30,000 industrial 'workers, 20,000 building work
ers, 25,000 in transportation, 40,000 in commerce. The min
ers are by far the most centralized group of the Bolivian 
proletariat, employed in three big and Some 60 other small 
and medium mineholdings. The mineral wealth of the coun
try, mainly tin, "lead, zinc, antimony, copper, make up the 
essential exports of the country whose value between 1940 
and 1950 amounted ,to roughly $90 miNion on an annual 
average. But whereas in 1948 the 60,000 miners received in 
earnings some 1,100 million bolivars, the roughly 15,000 
officeholders and reltainers of the govemment recei'Ve'd 
1,300 miHion bolivars the same year. 
. The distribution of ,the national income iHustrates the 

extreme exploitation of the large majority of the popula
tion by the imperialists, the native propertied groups and 
-the upper strata of the petty bourgeoisie tied into this sys
'tern. Even if the national income of the countty is estimat
ed at from $250-350 mi.rtion,* tthe share of' 90% of the pop
ulation is only $120 miNions. The remainder, more than 
half of the total, is divided between the min,eawners, the 
big landowners and the narrow strata of the native bour
geoisie and 'upper petty bourgeoisie., 

*Without revealing their means of measurement, the 
Bolivian government and the UN estimate the national income 
at $450 million, while. holding that the daily income' per fam
ily at La Paz is not, in excess of 60 cents. 

The domination of the ·country by imperialism and the 
successive governments in the pay -of native reaction (the 
famous rosca) has brought the country to extreme distress, 
·to extreme impover,ishmenlt, 'des/pite ilts exceptional natural 
wealth. I n truth, although the agricultural output and even 
the mine production of Boqvia** is among the ;lowest in all 
Latin America and the world, it nevertheless possesses 
very extensive, very prod'uctive arable and wooded lands 
as well as mineral wealth which has barely been touched up 
to now. 

I n addition to varied and very precious metal depositS 
in the A ltiplantJ~ the very rich oill deposits of the country 
have hardly been exploited or even explored. Waterways 
and wate~falls are plentiful, and were they rationally util
ized they would not only raise the productivity of agricul
ture,. but in themselves would be able to solve ,the power 
queSltion for 'the entire country as well as for neighboring 
(ountries. 

* * * 
The highly explosive character which the mass move

ment has assumed particula~ly in the last fifteen years is 
explained by this extraordinary combination of contrast.s 
and contradictions which is Bolivia. The contradiction that 
dominates all others is the one between the living condi
tions and aspirations of the great majority of the popula
tion consisting of landless peasants, workers (particularly 
the miners, the hungry slaV\!s'ofa few big mining concerns 
working under indescribable conditions in the highest and 
most terrible mines on the face of the earth), the pauper
ized sections of the petty bourgeoisie of the cities, and, on 
the other hand, a tiny minority of compradore feudal cap
ita1lists governing by for'ce and corruption for the benefit 
of the imperialist's. 

The Nature and Future of MNR 
The latest revolutionary outbreak of the Bolivian 

masses began, as we pointed out, last April. The party 
which has governeq ,the country since then, the MN R, is 
representativ'e of the political deVelopment of the masse5 
in semi-colonial countries like Bolivia. I t reflects the at
tempt of the petty bourgeoisie to assume a l~adlng role in 
the mass movement after the utter discreditment of the 
compradpre bourgeoisie, and before the proletariat has been 
able to assert iltse)f as the national, revolutionary leader-
ship of aM the oppressed masses of the country. ' 

The MN R is a mass party, the majority of its ;leader
ship petty-bourgeois but fringed with a few COIlscious rep
resentatives of the nas~ent national industrial bourgeoisie, 
one of whom, for example, is very probably Paz Estenssoro 
himself. fits ideology, its confused program, a mixture, of 
revolutionary aspirations and phrases with opportunist and, 
in the last analysis; capitulatory practices toward imperial
ism and the 'rasca, is the' expression of this class character 

, of its .leadership. 
It is inevitable in all colonial an,d semi-colonial coun-

**It is estimated that even with the present very primitive, 
very defective mine equipment, production could rise from $90 
million a year as an average to ,some $150 million in export 
value. 

,,-
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tries, in the absence of a revolutionary proletarian party 
strongly rooted in the masses, that the first phase of the 
revolution is marked by the rise of the radical political 
formations of the petty. bourgeoisie (or of the liberal na
tional bourgeoisie in more socially developed countries 
:like India, China, Argentina, Bra~d'l, Chile). 

But once in power, the petty bourgeoisie proves itself 
utter,ly incapable of solving any of the specifically· demo
cratic-national tasks of the revolution (independen~, agra
rian question). -Its upper strata qukkly capitula,te to the 
pressure of imperialism and reaction; its ,lower reaches are 
more and more attracted by the dynamism of the ideas and 
especia·lly of Vhe adion of the revolbltionary pa'rty of the 
proletariat. By. ,the very logic of things,' in order to main
tain itself in power s,uch a government is obliged to trans
form itself into a Bonapartist government, :like Kerensky, 
like Mossadegh, like Paz Estenssoro. In a more advanced 
stage of the revolution it wiH fall under the drive of the 
right seeking to impose a military dictatorship, or of the 
left to establish the genuine workers' and peasants' gov
ernment, the dictatorship of the proletariat allied to the 
peasant poor and the urban petty bourgeoisie. 

Divided Power, Peasant Revolt 
The direction of the Boliviari :Revolution up to now 

confirms step by step the general line of this type of olas
sic development of the proletarian revolution in our epoch. 
I t bears more resemblance to the course of the ~ussian 
Revolution, aHhough in miniature, than it dOes to the Chi
nese Revolution, for example. It began by lifting the radi
cal party of the petty bourgeoisie to power (as was the 
case with the Russian Revolution in a particular stage be
fore October) with the support of the revolutionary masses, 
in opposition to the defeated formations of native com
pradore circles, ~nd of the still weak revolutionary party of 
the proletariat, t1:he POR (Partido Ob.rero R/evolucionario, 
Bolivian Section of the Fourth International). 

But the masses did not completely confound their ac
tion.s with those of the government. They set up from the 
beginning their own organisms, paraNel a'nd independent 
af the government, the e:mb1Cyo of dual power: the Boliv
an Workers' Center (COB) on the one side, '1lnd their 
it' med militias on the other. Fa·r from their revolutionary 
3.:otivi'ty ceasing with the insta}llQ(jion of the new,govern
ment they ;took it a's a. preteXlt tb go ev~n further. It was 
~he unceasing Ipre'ssure ofstin a.nmoo and stiU aotive masses 
Iwhich dedd~d ,the gove'rnment to. na.tiona'lize t'he three 
prindpal mining estabHs:hmoots and to make imperiaHsm 
~cce;pt tlh is con ces's ion. 

But it was from the time 4that the revolutionary fever 
spread to the peasant masses that, the revolution received 
anew spunt and began to move toward its decisive climax. 

Important as it was, the nationalization of the mines 
was circumscribed by two facts: first, that the state ap
paratus which carried out tbe nationalizaltion i.s not in the 
hands ,of ,the masses; second, that even W'ithout genuine 
workers' oontrol, na,tionalization ca'rried with it a consid
e~able compensation further loading a budget which is al-
ready unbearable for the country's decrepit economy. The 

bourgeois, pro-capitalist and pro-imperialist elements of 
the government reckoned on making nation~lization of the 
mines a weapon of subsequent corruption and dislocation 
of the workers' movement .of the country by- a,bsor:bing a 
number of' the leadin'g wor,kers' representatives ,into. the 
udministrati,veappa'raitus of the mines. 

Quite different are the prospects now being opened by 
the revolutionary movement of the peasant masses. A half
mHiion ,pea's~nt-serfs in tlhe Cochabalmba region halve gone 
.into action t.ooccUiPY the'llands at .once and to cul~jvate them 
for the sole benefit of those who till them. The example is 
becoming contagious and will soon embrace all of the land
hungry masses .. Conscious of the acuteness of the agrarian 
question, the government tried to bypass it by fir'St "study
ing'" the pro~lern, but finaUy adopted an innocuous agra
rian reform law. The peasants are demanding that it be 
supplanted by a genuine agrarian revolution which expro~· 
priates the landed proprietors without c~mpensation, grants 
the usufruct of the land to those who till it, and that this 
be done at once. 

Conflict Move8 to Decision 
There is an absolute incoinpatibility between the inter

ests and aspirations of the great masses of the population 
aod ,the petty-bourgeois character of the government which 
is fringed with conscious agents of the native feudal-capi
ta:lists and of imperi'aHsm. Only revolutionary struggle can 
n.oW decide the fate of the, agrarian revolution as well as 
that of the Bolivian Revolution asa whole. 

Workers and peasailts are now in the .process of join
ing forces in common revolutionary struggle. This most 
characteristic and promising development is not only the 
result of ,the spontaneous movement of the masses. The Con
scious role of the revolutionary leadership of the proletarjat 
and of tts party ·is becoming an ever more determining fac
Itor in it. 

A·s in the Russian Revolution, we are witnessing in the 
Bolivian Revolution a rapid decline in the influence of the 
petty-bourgeois leadership over th'e masses to the growing 
benefit of the proletarian leadership which is trying -to con
sciously express the interests and aspirations or' all the poor 
of the country, to advance the revolutionary struggle 
equally in all decisive sections by coordinating it on a na
tional .scale and moving toward the final aim of the strug
gle: the formation of a genuine workers' and peasants' 
governmenit. This government will notarise mechanicaNy 
but dialectically, basing itself on the organisms of dual 
power created by the mass movement itself, and correspond
ing to the level of consciousness of these masses resulting 
from their own struggles and experiences. 

Among these embryos of dual power is the COB and the 
Workers Miolitias whkh need to be maintla,ined and streng
thened 'to the maximum. There are alIso the peasant unions 
and committees which have been constituted to effect the 
immediate occupation of the land. The workers' and peas
ants' government will appear tomorrow as ithe naturail ima
nation of aN th'ese organisms on which it will base itself. 

The tactic of the POR toward the MN R and the pres
ent government is deter~ined by a series of factors and 
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changes in the development of Ithe situation' in the country: 
by the character of the MNR as the radical party of the 
petiy bourgeoisie ofa semi-colonial country, by the initial 
attitude of the masses toward this party! by the relative 
initial weakness of the revolutionary party, I by the concrete 
actions of this party" and of the government, both subject 
to the pressure of opposing social fortes. 

The POR began by justifiably granting criticall support 
to the MN R government. That is,' it. desisted from issuing 
the'slogan "down with the "government";, i,t gave the gov
ernment critical su pport' against' alttacks of imperial ism arid. 
reaction, and it supported all progressive measures. But at 
the same time it a'voided a1n'y expression whatever' of con-, 
fi-dence in this government. On the contI1ary, it propel'lad 
the revolutonary' adti'vity an'd independent organization of 
the masses as much a's it could. ' 

The POR Hmits its support and sharpens its criticism 
insofar as the government proves itself incapable of ful
filling the national-democratic. program of the revolution. 
insofar as it hesitates, capitula1tes, indirectly plays the game 
of imperialism and reaction, 'prepares to betray and ,for 
this reason tries to harry and deride the revolutionists. 

The POR has been applying this flexible attitude which 
requires a carefully considered emphasis at each moment. 
one tha1t is not confused but neither is it sectarian, and in 
applying this attitude the POR is demonstrating a re
markable political maturity. The ,POR has adopted an at
titude of ,constructive criticism toward the proletarian and 
plebeian base of the MN Rwith the aim of facilitating a 
progressive differentiation Within, it. 

The collaboration o( a revolutiona.ry wmg emerging 
from the MN R in a future workers' and peasants' ~<;)V~rn
ment" basing itself on the revolutionary organisms of the 
masses, cannot be excluded. On the- contrary, it is neces
sary to constantly keep before these most advanced ele
ments the ,concrete prospects of what the program and the 
achievements of such ,a government coUld be in cOl1tr'ast 

, with the practices and pr<;>spects of the present government. 
The outlook for the formatiori of a genuine workers' and 
peasan.ts' government in Bolivia and of its remaining. in 
power is quite favorable. The joining of the revolutionary 
movement of the workers with that' of the peasants, for 
which the POR is consciously work,ing, Jill raise the revo
ilution to a higher' Ilevel and will then broadly unfold this 
prospect within a relatively brief time. 

Can a R~volutionary Government Hold Out? 
Such a government would not have to fear either the 

catastrophic effects of an econ~mic blockade laid down by 

i~perialJismand the reactjon.ary governments of certain 
n~ighboring' countries" or military intervention. The level 

of if!1ports needed for the life of the country is actua1lly 

'SO low (scarcely $2 miHion a month, and less than half 

of that for foodstuffs) :that the situation could be coped 

with by the export of a minimum part of the present min
eral wealth of the country, or by slightly raising the pres
ent very low level of agricultural production1 or by both 
these factors together. 

On the other hand, the least rational organization of 
the resources of Ithe country, freed of the enormous un
productive tribute now extended by the imperialists, the 
Ilandowners and the state bureaucracy, will raise the liv1ing 
standards of the masses perceptibly. Their support to the 
regime will grow constantly with each action of such' a 
government. Besides, this regime would attempt to' exploit 
the relatively favorable situation which now preva,ils in 
South America, proposing· realistic and r,eciprocally advan
tageous tra'de agreements to aU neighboring countries, and 
even apO()I of all Latin American' raw materials. 

Bolivia's geographical position prbvides it with rela
tive protection from 'any military adventure which neigh
boring reactionaty governments mighteventua'lly decide 
to undertake. The Bolivian Revolution has already aroused 
a lively interest and a deep sympathy among the worker 
and .peasant' masses of surrounding countries and it can 
count upon them to oppose such adventures. The longer
range prospects for fl workers' and peasants' government 
will naturally depend on the evolution of Latin America 
as a whole and of the international situation in general. 

The Bolivian revolutionists are conscious of all these 
faotors, of all these advantages, chances, and also of the 
responsibilit4es they bear. They are conscious that they 
now constitute the vanguard of the revolutionary Marxist 
movement of, the Fourth International which has to pro
vide practical proof of working for a proletarian revolu
fion in a country where the taking of power will not come 
by some, kind of acoident. It will not result from excep
tionally Ifavorable conditions following a war, for exam
ple, as i,n YUlgos'Iavia or China, but from norma!l, 'classicall 
conditions. The conscious, respopsible role of the vanguard 
guided by a genuinely revolutionary Marxist and not an 
opportunist line will prove to be the determinant in the 
final analysis. 
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Benedetto Croce: 1866 .. 1952 

Bourgeois Philosopher -- Educator of Marxists 
By LIVIO MAlT AN 

Weare. happy to bring our readers the !following article 
penned by' a well-known Italian Marxist in tribute to the 
great bourgeois philosopher, Benedetto. Croce, who died last 

'November. CrOCe was born in 1866, and his influence on ital
ian thought, and to a certain extent on its', polities, spread over 
many decades, two world wars and the era of Mussolini's 
fascism. He became a Senator in 1910, and was Minister of 
Education in 1920 and 1921. C'roce's chief work, which em
bodies his philosophic system, "The Philosophy of the Spirit" 
appeared in four parts from 1902 to 1917. Livio Maitan's brief 
a'rticle gives a Marxist critique of 'Croce's work and highlights 
the significance of his long career. - ,Ed. 

The philosophy ot Benedetto'Croce made its a1pJ!t!arance 
at the b~ginn:ing Off our century, and came to f'illH flower 
in t~e first decade of the cen1:ury. It arose at a ti:me when 
the Italian bOUlrgeoisie,ha,ving achieved the uhi,ficat,ion of 
the country, had reacheld the· stage of maturi1y. It was the 
philosophy of this bouligedis class, the e~pression of the 
post-Risorgimentof I t<l:lian world. Due to Croce's genius: 
there was repeate'd 'for oll'rbourgeoisie what had a'lready 
ooolJlrred for the ,German. bourgeoisie in the preceding 
century: it developed a superiority in the Ideologkal 
sphere in contras.t with its political and economic imferior
hy. In truth, with the exc'eption of Hegel's philosq}hy, 

'no bourgeoisie in, the 19th and 20th centlUrie's has enjoyed 
a more sy,stematic and ludd philosophical' expressi9n than' 
the one achieved by the Italian' bourgeoisie, thanks to 
Benedetto Croce. 

Croce'sphilosop:by, to use an image alr~ady employed 
for Hegel's philosophy,. is chanioeterized by its conservative 
snlemnity. It adequately extpresses the concep,tion blf. a wor'l:d 
where the bourgeoisie has conquered power without a really 
revol,utionaJry stru~gle, by means of a series of cs>mpromises 
at a time, when the bourgeoisie on a world scale had already 
lost its 'revolutionary elan. Anyone w'ho comes in. con1alct 
with this ,philO'sophy cannot avoid' the sensation of a 
critique that conserve,s,· not of ,a critique that dest,rO'yels. 
It cqnsists not of the 'gen.ius whiohpenetrates to' the bottO'm 
of things anld diS'sects them, but of a comprehensive in
telligence which emlbrace&. and Jealfranges things without 
'negating them, contenting itselrf with curbing 'usurpations 
and exaggerations in the distribution of the parts. 

As the natural interpreter of the ,laity of a class which 
had to filght the Vatkan and the cledcalsto fullfiH its 
historic fu not ion, Groce was palftioularly Italy's ideO'logue 
of the Giolitti epoc:h.* As Gralmsci,** wrote in his auth-

tRisorgimento: resurrection, a term that designates the 
movement for Italian unification in tHe 19th Century. 

* Outstanding Italian bourgeoi.s politician between 1900 and 
1920; a liberal who united the anti-clerical petty hourgeoisie 
of southern Italy with the bourgeoisie of the north. 

** Together with Bordiga, Gramsci was the most outstand
ing personality of the Italian Socialist Left, later one of the 
founders of the Italian CP .. He died aftel' 'Years of imprison
mellt in fascist Jails._ 

oritative e'ss,ay Croce JulifHleJd an indispensable conservati,ve 
role b'y joining the intellectuals of sDuthern Italy to the 
Agranan Bloc and thus, Dn a diUerent plane, accomplish .. 
ing the samefiunction f,uWIled by relfqrmist tJransformism. 
Alfter the ine,vitable foibles of youth, Croce adapted a 
"tolerant" 'a1titude to' the workers' mO'vement in its 
reformist form, because, 'despite his' hostility to socialism J 

he coulld assign a f,und.ion to it within the tramt;work of 
l)is seneral cO'nceptions. But he haJrdened, became bitter 
and blind to' the workers' movement after ,1917 when it no 
longer appeared ~o him as an element of ferment but as an 
element of destriuction of the system. 

'. More ahle than a'I1Y illl illl,terpreting the general interests 
of his class, and of .interpreting them from the standpoint 
of a certain perspeotive, Croce was the "oIerkal" type. who 
does not betray: The genuine intellectual has the function, 
n?t of plaCing' hi1msellf above the battle or of being a 
ng~teons .acolyte, but of keepjng intact the v,ision of 
unIversal, mterests - f'~om the .point of view of a given 
society - and orf never yielding to OIpporbunist or expedient 
tempta't.iO'ns w,hic:h can come into conifliCt with or endanger 
,permaneriit values. In this sense, in the best sense of the 
word, Croce ful,ly deser'ves the designation of having been 
;l genuine inteUectuat 

Croce and Fascism 
Offida;l eUilogie~ to the cnntray notwithstanding, t:he 

victoryorf fascism marked the definiti've crisis in Croce's 
i,deology which had already been impairt';d by the shattering 
b,Iows of the Filrst Worl1d War and of the immediate postwar 
periDd. 

,Despite his wa!\Ter.ings, Croce's attitude in practice 
toward fascism was ·hot incoherent. SO' long as fascism 
appeared toO hilIl1a's an ,anti-lBdl'sheyik for.ce, as the most 
eHecti-ve one -against -the revolutionary spirit of the wOlrik
ers, he granted it his support. Aftellward, his Dpposition to 
fascism was determined by the fascist critique O'f the 1.iberal 
state. For I<?ng.years, however, this did not involve miHtant 
opposition, burt: merely HIe re-levocatiDn 'of a world sup
pressed by fascism. It was only when fascism approached 
disaster, and When the more responsihle grDupings of the 
bourgeoisie decided to change hO'rSeS that Groce assumed a 
more ~ important position in the a·riti:fascist resistance 
movement. 

I:f he could witness tlhe 'fall of fascism with the honors 
of a 'victor, the fascist phenomenon marked tlhle inevitable 
disinteg~ation of t'hat political and social eq1uilihrium on 
which hy hald 'built his philosophic system. Fascism repre
sents the epoch of the mDst regressive 'attitude of the 
bourgeoisie which has come to the twilight of its system, 
condemned to negate the very values of which it had once 
been the. passionate prophet. As the expression Df a mlature 
society, Croce could· not be~me the ideologue of new 
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degenerated forms. He was incapable of this as much 
beca'Use of the universality through which he understood 
and expressed the interests of his class, because, of his 
genuine intellectual integrity, as well as beca1use of his 
antipathy to the ;plebeian character of fascism whioh he 
hated with the hatred a big bourgeois has for petty
bourgeois demagogy. 

The Philosopher in ,His Twilight 
By,an. irony of history, which Hegel calls the "cunning 

of reason" (List der Vernunft), Groce, precisely in the 
twilight of his philosophy, involuntarily performed a 
function whose import he did not understan1d. I n the cr.isis 
opened by the First Wor'ld War the major talent of tlhe 
Italian wor,kers' movement was ,being shaped in philosophic 
thought through Croce's works, and should rig.htfiully have 
a'Cconded him the greatest recognition, when Croce turned 
upon this movement as its most i,m-placable critic. Twenty 
years later, at the close of Gramsci'sli.fe, it was once again 
Croce's philosophy which penetrated ,like a ray of light 
through the wall of fascism, exercising an irresist.ible 
attraction on a new generation of intellectuals who, with 
Croce's irdeology as a starting point, were to foHow the 
same philosophkal anld political road Gramsci had traveled 
before them. Just as the founders of dialectical materialism 
had 'been moMed in J-Ieget:s philosophy, so Marxist thought 
in ··Italy - with hardly an exception - was refined in 
Croce's ideology. And that was all the more plausible, as 
Gramsci remarked, since Croce was an idealist who had 
learned something from Marxism. 

Groce, who played nQ political role at the high poi'nt 
of his life, became a poI.itician proper in a period when his 

philosophy was already exrhausted. In tflllth, Croce's role 
was more than ever finished. Croce had no longer any role 
to play in a society 'Where an equiIitbri'Um coulld not b~ 
reesta!bIished, in which Giol,ittism had no longer any, room 
for' development, in whiah the laity itself had been stifled 
by the return of clerical reaction, in which all. the regressive 
forces have been revived for a iI-ast effort on behalf of the 
bourgeois order. I twas impossilble to reknit the Agrarian 
BIIae. HilS serene ideological ,function Was alt an enid. He could 
not even make a valluahle contdbution for his class in 
an occasional polemic against communism, so painfully 
mYQPic was t'he. cnara'cter of his last Wlritings. 

Priests,lliberals and Marxists met at Croce's funera1: a 
symbol of the multiplidty of v:iewpoints from which Croce 
can be judged! Trhe priests, without abandoning the,ir livid 
sectarianism, intended by theilr gesture to gi've recognition 
to the clearly 'conser,vatilve function of this "spiritualist" 
whom they hope to have liquidated in' order to become 
his oultural successor. Tqe Hberals wept the most sincerely 
and sadly.' Sons of the sam'eworld and nourished on the 
same ideology, they wept over the passing of ~he last 
vestige of glory of. theitr class, because the void created by 
his departure enhances tlhe sinking feeling of a society 
which is crumbling to ruin. 

As for the Marxists, they wanted to renider homage to 
their unwitting tea'cher. They wanted to recognize an object
ive hi!storitc va,l-ue Wlhi:ch devolves equaHy on the repre-· 
sentatives af antagonistk historic inlte'r'ests. And it wiH be 
the anti-Crocean disoilples of Croce who wi'll buill'd the 
new house which wiH produce a new, more universal cuhure 
than that of Groce hec~use it is the expression of more 
un iversaiI interest,s. 

The Case of Owen Lattimore 
By V. CREY 

As part of a series of connected events, including the 
Eisenhower election victory, the coming perjury triall of 
Owen Lattimore will prove once again that there is a seri
ous, and in fact, ,irreversible shift in the politics of the 
American bourgeoisie. So much so that former New Dealers 
'and liberals must change their political character, or be 
branded as communists and the supporters of communists. 

The policy of collaboration is being changed for the 
policy of the club. But the shift to the right is a shift in 
American Ipolitics abroad even more than at home. The 
policies of the American ruling class abroad, organically 
imperialistic, are now being implemented morQ and more 
w.ith the weapons of desperation. And the human instru
ments of these policies tend more and more to be the most 
extreme jingoes rather than the calculating "experts" of 
diplomacy. 

Only yesterday, the bourgeoisie hailed the victory of 
Eisenhower over Taft in the Republican convention as a 
victory of rationalism over blind reaction in international 

politics. But this victory was extremely provisionail as Ei
senhower's endorsement of M,cCarthy soon revealed. Eisen
hawer, whom McCarr1thy treat's like an appeaser, was com
peMed in 'SOme degree' to alp/pease McOarthy. The recent 
peace terms that Eisenhower offered the Soviet Union were 
not the terms of the middle-of-the-road policy Eisenhower 
was supposed to represent. They were the terms of the 
Tafts, the Jenners, the MacArthurs. When the most power
ful American capitalists supported Eisenhower against Taft, 
Itheir purpose was to continue the foreign policy' of Truman 
wi~h a somewhat firmer hand. Their purpose was to keep 
the extreme reactionaries on ice for ,some time to come. 
But their need has a eonstant element of desperation now
adays. In spite of everything they slowly gravitate in the 
direction of Taft, McCarthy and MacArthur. The bour
geoisie may never consciously, willingly or completely adopt 
these extremists. But the 'latter remain the political, moral, 
and military alter egos of the capitalist class. 

The inner politics of the bou.rgeoisie, however, 'are not 
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written down or worked out in advance. (That is, nowhere 
but in the most generalized predictions of Marxism.) The 
above process is taking place by means of a ·split, and by 
a struggle. I t is' a historical process, but it does not seem 
impersonal or objective. Quite the contrary. This struggle 
within the bourgeoisie, which for some time has centered 
on the question of who is responsible for' "losing China," is 
being fought out with calumnies, lies, character assassina
tion. I n morality it is a return to the piratical youth of 
the bourgeoisie, in politics, an.imitation ~f the most ~av
age fascists. One of the most educational by-products of 
thei'r struggle is t:he phase, "how we !lost China," which 
they now toss ·around as uncon~rnedly' as a farmer talk
ing about his lost sheep. To describe the revolution' of a 
people three ,times the population of their own country as 
"our losing China" reveals a degree of arrogance difficult 
to measure. 

A Debate With Murderous Inte~t 
With the. imperiaJists, these hysterical 'accusations and 

debates are not merely a blind product-of enraged frustra
tion at their "loss." Nor do they hold these debates and in
vestigations because they are really interested in finding 
out who ki~lled Cock Rabin. Tre debating' is 0'1 carried on 
.so as to learn from their mistakes 'in slave-owning state-
craft, so as to do better next time. I t is rather a matter of 
dumping the old leadership in order mote unrestrainedly 

. to follow t~e new course. When McCarthy and his friends 
'pUlb'lish "exposes" which supposedly expl-ain why "we" lost 
China, they are doing so, not in order to educate the Amer
ican worke'rs in the slick tricks of diplomacy, but in order 
to compromise, to defeat, and utterly to ruin their op
ponents within their oWn class. They are now and have 
been for spme time so destroying and ruining Owen Latti
more,ooe~time oonsUllltant to the Sta:te Department, and 
cX'pert on the Fa'r East. 

It goes without say!ng that Ithe campaign agamst the 
State Department Lefts is also a part of the m9re' funda
mental class campaign against the Soviet Union and the 
Communist Party. But i,t would be'a mistake to regard that 
as the main point here. True, ·the government is imprison
ing radicals and hounding all opponents of capitalism/.This 
persecution cr'eates a hysteria which spills over into the 
.formerly pink-tilllted, but now re-painted ,parlors of the lib
eral part of Washington. Hence the very atmosphere lends 
a murderous effectiveness I to the wild chaq~es of the ex
treme Rights. But the real fight over foreign policy within 
the bour'geoisie is not a fight of the pro-capitalists against 
pro-communists, or even pro-Stalinists. 

The struggle over "who lost China" is first and fore· 
most a struggle for leadership in the coming titanic war. 
The iron fist is throwing off its vetvet glove. But such a 
transformation cannot take place as quickly as the figure 
of sp~ech implies. The capitalist class is not a monolithic 
body with but a single 'arm. Its interests are often divided. 
I ts political servants do not all reflect the needs of its sys
tem at all times. And today the' system as a whole is being 
challenged from the outside, while 'stability seems to reign 
inside. So the most hard-boiled 'and ruthless'. servants of 
capitalism are successfully fighting the experimenters and 

Ithe compromisers. The instinctive reflex-action of the slave
owner to slaughter every rebellious slave is proving strong
er than the rational policies of the experts in soothing
syrup cures for rebeIlion. The reactionary defenders of a 
dying system are kicking its liberal defenders aside. And 
since they are in a hurry, they slander their opponents 
with the allegation that the whole velvet glove policy was 
made in Moscow. 

But while the capit'alists are not a monolithic mass it 
would be incorrect to regard the present struggle as be
tween two specific economic "wings" of the bourgeoisie, such 
as between light industry and heavy industry. 

A Policy Bypassed by History 
There is not now a substantial left wing of the Ameri

can bourgeoisie at aU. There is only 'a Leftist bureaucracy. 
which is. in turn, only a residue of the bourgeois Leftism 
created by the pressure of the proletariat (and the bour
geois "pUlIl1P-priming" theories) in the Th,irties. A certain 
body of thinking and policy-making was necessary to the 
bourgeoisie in that period. And a selection of personnel 
was malde on. this basis. This person nell has outli,veJ. its 
useful'ness to the bourgeoisie. But they cannot simply 
retire to the shadows. So they have Ito be destroyed. 

The helpless vulner'ability of these Leftist servants of 
capitalism is more clear when viewed in the above light. 
After all; the only.defense of the Leftists would be to ~re
veal the real process of deception Ithey practiced against the 
proletariat and the. subject countries. Thus, they might 
prove their true loyalty to capitalism, but at the same 
time they would have to give the whole' show away. There 
is also the matter of their 'own 'personal integrity - leav
ing aside the belly-crawlers' and capitulators to McCarthy. 
The personal orientation, the viewpoints, the ethics shaped 
over a p~riod of decades cannot easily be reversed in serious 
self-re'specting' people~ Besides, :they ·would have to' turn 
their own sou'ls i.nside out in a way whk'h would be quite 
impossible for them. They would have to understand the 
whole process which created them. True, the "socialist" 
Leon Blum could have the necessary proportions of his
torical objeotivilty allid :gi'rlish 'naivete to plea\d in the 
Vichy trial that his "Popular Front" government had saved 
capitalism in France. But Blum was a false servant of the 
workers with a bqurgeois soul; Lattimore is an honest 
servant of the bourgeoisie with a lo.gical mipd. 

The foreign policy of the bourgeois Leftist bureaucracy 
was an extension of their domestic policy. It is impossible 
to underst,and the Lattimore case without understanding 
the lJeftist bureaucracy's program for giving ctumbs to the 
colonial bourgeoisie in 'exchange for tying their for,tunes 
to the wheels 'of Wall Street. In the opinion of the extreme 
Rightists, such as McCartby, the giving of crumbs only 
'encourages the revolution. The actual', revolution seems 
to prove this thesis. And ,since it actuaIIy deprives the 
bourgeoisie of material things in China, it enrages them, 
and pushes the great bulk of them -into Closer proximity 
with McCarthy. 

Lattimorism was only a rational and liberal super
structure erected on the foundations, of the uniquely Amer
ican !'dollar imperialism." This imperialism in turn could 
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grow up without any political colonies other than a few 
military outposts. But at the very time this dollar hegem
ony was creating the most beautiful 'and rational theories 
in the heads of the Lattimores, it exploded dialectically into 
the objective need for a lead-and-iron hegemony. America 
emerged .from World' w'ar I I as a sUlper-global power a~ 
the very time when the slaves of the dollar were breaking 
away. The 'bourgeosie has n'Ot yet sol'ved the question of 
the exact form of the new rule they hope to establish. But 
they have little doubt that its first plremise is a war of 
pacification!, n'O matter how intenSe, how qesitJr.uctive, or 
,dangerous to themselves. Thus McCarthy's frenzy, and 
thus the bourgeois shift in McCarthy's direction. 

McCarthy's Man Hunt 
M,cCarthy is not becoming more effective because he 

has backed up his charges with more ,facts. On the con
trary, he .has backed down on many of his charges includ
iing sbme of those against Lat.timore himself. But he be:. 
comes more authoritative as the bourgeois right swing be
comes more definite. Three years ago, When he began hh 
duel with Lattimore, he was considered even by mo~t Re
publican leaders ,as a shameless sensationalist. 

Early in 1950, long after the witch-hunt had been well 
under way, and some time af,ter McCarthy had begun his 
own crus;lde against the "pro-communists," the senator' 
'startled the li~rals in, Washington, not to mention the 
'New York Times and the rest of the world, by the accusa
'tion thalt Owen Lattimore was lithe top espionage 'agent in 
the United States." In the ensuing inevitable senatorial in
vestigation, L·attimoq~ put up a ,courageous 'and eloquent 
defense, which i's summa·rized in his book, Ordeal by Slan
der. He was fin,aUy dedared not guHty by Sena'tor Tvd
ings, speaking for the comtnit,tee (majority). 

But the Tydings Committee's verdict of "not guilty" 
did not end the Lattimore Case, any more than the Loy
alty Board's favorable decisions at that time really freed 
Vincent, Davies, Service and the others. Lattimore was 
again called to testify early in 1952, this time before the 
McCarran Committee, wh~re he again answered a similar 
line of questioning. The "top Soviet ISPY" issue was quiet
,ly dropp~d, but t'his time ~he veroi'ct was tha!t Lattimore 
was a "conscious, articulate instrument of Soviet policy" 
in China. He is furthermore now indicted on a crim,inal 
charge of perjury ... j.e. ly.ing to the committee on selVen 
counts, but' principally denying that he had ever been a 
"sympathizer and promot~r of: communism and communist 
interests." [The latter count, including three others, 'were 
recently struck-from the indictment by Federal Judge Luth
er Youngtdah'l. - Ed.] 

The forthcoming trial wiU re-hash the "communist" 
question, but with a vengeance. Not only Lattimore will 
be on trial, but a whole generation of Hberals will be on 
trial. Not only Lattimore, not only members of the State 
Department, but a great host of middle and ruling class 
individuals had the same background in the Thirties, and 
are now' subject to the same pe.rsecution if they do not get 
in line. They are not only vulnerable in the negative sense 
that they represent no solid wing of capitalism. They are 
doubly vulnerable because their policies dove-tailed with 

Stalin's in so many respects that they now can be smeared 
as "enemy agents." 

Lattimore and Stalin 
Stalinist foreign policy was for a long period largely 

congruent with American capita.list foreign policy. It is 
only secondary that many Almerican foreign policy-makers 
also enjoyed the name of being radicals or pro-Soviet in 
a radical period, while they wer'e furthering the best inter
ests of American im'per iatli sm. L-attimore did not have this 
secondary enjoyment. He never daimed to be any kind of 
radical, and never thought of himseH' as one. But since 
his foreign politics were so dose to the Sta,linist, and since 
there is a case for claiming he was "architect of the U.S. 
Far Eastern policy," the proof of his "guilt" will all the 
more certainly convict the whole leftist bureaucracy. 

To understand the LaHimore Case more fully, let us 
pass from ;the cons.ideration of the Leftist bourgeois bu
reaucracy to the consideration of foreign policy itself, and 
more especially the historical currents which oo.ndition the 
policy. We shall see that the Right are not altoget~er wrong 
in their howls about the "collapse of American foreign pol
icy in the Bast." 

Certainly the aims of Stalin. in China had been only 
those calculated to advance the interests of the Stalin bu
reaucracy. These aims coincided almost entirely with the 
aims and interests of th~ capitalist United States at that 
time, and they coincided only in part (point no: 1.) with 
the interests of ,the Soviet Union itself. These aims were 
mainly: (1) To drive Japan out of China. (2) To create 
'some kine,! of democratic China under Chiang, where the 
Chinese CP might have to be strong enough to keep Chiang 
in line, but not strong enough to frighten the Western cap
italist nations with whom Stalin wanted peace. 

The only trouble with the Lefts in the State Depart
ment was that they understood Stalin's conservative aims 
to wdl, besides un'de-rstandingChina and a few other 
thin,gs t'Oo Hrtle. They. did not 'see Stalin as the empiric he 
is, buJ as a programmatic leader, who leads in accordance 
with a program - a progtam whose anti-revolutionary con
tent. they well understood. They thought that Stalin was 
against the revolution' in China, in principle, not under
standing that Stal.in never had a principle in his head, 
good or bad. Although they know Stalin could not con
trol all the events, the Lefts, even more lhan the Rights, 
are now baffled by' the Chinese Revolution. When the 
.Rights accuse the Lefts of being duped by Stalin, and con
tend that the war ,and pre-war policies of Stalin were an 
elaborate and devious preparation for the Chinese Revolu
tion and the "Cold War," ,the poor Lefts think ilt just migbt 
be true, and they naturally have a feeling of secret guilt, 
of having, perhaps after all, done a great disservice to 
their class. 

Lattimore does not share this feeling. The tempo/ary 
congruency' of American anc,i Soviet policy in the Far 
East never confused him in the least: He was far too keen 
a student of history to misuhderstand this'. He thoroughly 
understood the three-way power politics (aside from the 
class analysis) of the United: State~, Soviet Union and Ja
pan. He also understood the aHered world power condi-
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tions that a free Asia would ,bring about. He natur~Uy 
failed to understand Staljnist poJiotics, be;cause he failed to 
J.mderstand th'e dialectical interaction between the needs of 
the bureaucracy and the dynamics of the workers' state 
which conditioned these needs. He was an honest, prag
matic, "lealistic" servant of the bourg~oisie, with not even 
the slightest degree ,Of sentimental,ism. He could never 
have been ,idealistic enough to be a Cpmmunist nor cyni
cal enough to be a Stalinist. 

The Pragmatic Approach to the kevolution 
He understood Mao much better than the State De

partment under·stood Stalin. But only to the extent that 
he understooq China better than they understood the Soviet 
Union. Lattimore did see Mab as an empiric. But he saw 
him) an,d still sees him, as an empiric who is shaped entirely 
by the historical even.ts. And since Lattimore understood 
the events a's weB (or as'baldly) as MaQ from the theoreti
cal side, he thought he could predict Mao's p61i~ics. On 
the positive side, for' example, he could see that if Chiang 
K,ai-shek "refused" to ,lead the democra1tic revolution, Mao 
would have to take the leadership. But on the other hand 
the pragmatic Lattimore thinks Mao can yet be an ally of 
Wall Street, because the U.S. is more powerful than the 
Soviet Union! 

And' yet Lattimore understands more clearly than his 
friends 'or enemies within his class what a revolution really 
is. There' are some important gaps ,in his understanding as 
~ shall attempt to show. But his wide experience and ob
serv.ation in China have taught him first of all that there 
is a tremendous upheaval that originates in the very b~wels 
and vitals of the c0.l.mtry, that includes everyone in its 
scope. And nobody can sell him on the proposi,tion that 
the Commun,ist Party hatched it out as a dark plot, or 
even consistently pfanned the actual taking of power. 
, Lattimore's greatest crime in the eyes of the right wing 

of his dass, is not his political actions, but his theories, his 
ideas, his very thoughts. True, he advocated the coalition 
government between Chiang and Mao aF a time ""hen 
Mao wanted it and Chiang refused it (just· as General 
Marshall, Preside:n:t Truman, and a few others also ad
vocated it). But in'.addition to,this <Jcr,ime" - a real crime 
for a genuine' communi'st - he has a theory about modern 
Chi'na whkh, if it is val,ild, can prpvide the logicall founda
tion for a compromise between China 'and capitalist Amer
ica -- for a co-existence as it were. 

This of, course is not specifically mentioned in the list 
of Lattimore's "crimes." But because it is a basic compro
mi'se; it is: this theory which the bourgeois Right is deter
mined to crush, in crushing the Left bourgeois Lattimore. 

I~ttimore's Theory on China 
Lattimore's theory is that China has been going through 

a tremendous democratic revolution ever since 1911; ,that 
this dassical democratic revolution has some odd and 
strange aspects only because ,this ·is 1952 instead of 1776, 
and China is Orienltal instead of American. He believes the 
right wing of his class is hopeless-Iy' out of date, that they 
are' Colonel ,Blimps in an age when the old colonialism is 
dead. Asia ~s "out of contrQln he says, and American poli-

cy must accept this like a fact 01 geography. \Vith the cor
reot American policy, the Asian countries cal) be allies of 
,he U.S. or at worst, buffer ,countries between the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union. 

Lattimore is thus imperialist ,in his motives, tolerant and 
liberal in his sympathies, formal and pragmatic in his pol
itics. Pragmatic politics even from ,the proletar.ian side, 
would of course be a defect in a Marxist. But in the pres
ent epoch, they are a hanging offense for 'a bourgeois pro
fessor. 

Since he saw the civil war as essentially a democratic 
revolution, LaHimore reasoned that a healthy capitalist 
China would emerge from ;the birth pangs of the last forty 
years, and that this new capitalist state could not but be 
an ally of the United 'States, far more dependable than the 
leeching, bureaucratic gover.nment of Chiang Kai-s'hek ... 

if only the "correct" policies were followed by the U.S. 
This new state furthermore could be very profitable 

to the U.S. econ6my. The new hee farm populat.ion would 
constitute a great new part of the world market. Newly in
dependent farmers' would need farm implements, etc. Small 
factory producers, instead of making more money by non
ptoductive activity (by black markets, speculation o.n short
ages which are to the interest of the rlandlord-banker clique) 
would be compelled 1.0 produce more -and profit more -
in a thriving laissez fa,irecompetition. They. would need 
commercial and productive aid from the United States. 
There would be work for American engineers, and tech
nicians, not as colonial exploiters, but as friend~ and equals. 

"Aha!" declare the MoOar,thys, Kerns" Jenners, Know
lands, Tafts, and MacArthurs, "Wasn't this precisely thE!' 
Communist Party line? Didn't they too swear it was only 
a democratic revolution? Now they are dictating terms to 
the'capitaHsts. You are t'Oo sma'rt to have faillen into their 
trap. Therefore you must be their agent." 

I f it, would bring any comfort ,to the above worthies, 
Mr. Lattimore might well reply that this is stil~ the essence 
of the CP line to this day. The Chinese CP believes' they 
are leading primarily a democratic revo.lution, not a so
cialistic one. Nor do they regard their own regime as a 
workers' dictatorship. But he could not answer in this vein. 
Lattimore is a pragmatist to ,the bitter end. He sees the 
results. Like his attackers, he sees China's aHiance with 
,the Soviet Union, the socializin.g of so many projects, the 
creation of 'State industries - and he co.ncludes in his own 
mind that ,the CP have flOw become communist revolution
aries where they were not· so before. H is accusers say that 

I.this was the fact at}} along. (Both sides, of course, are 
\vron.g.) He on,fy adds that the stupi.d policies of the Ame,r
ican re act io.n' have forced the Chinese CP to become com
munist when they could have been weaned away from this 
path with the proper tactics. 

The N~w Regime Moves Left 
But this is not 'so! Yers, U.S. imperialism pushed the 

new Chinese 're:g,ime to the left ('that is, further to the left). 
But it did 'so because imperialism is imperialism, and it 
must act in a ceI'tain way to.ward colonial countries in re
volt. And the imperialists did not create the revolutionary 
government as Lattimore 'half believes. Their actions only 
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hardened the new Chinc'se regime, forced them int'O the al
liance with the Soviet Union sooner ratber than later, com
pelled the~ to divide land faster to create a greater mili
tary base, among the peasantry. But the' McCarthys can 
hardly be blamed, for the division of the land itself. A 
democratic capitalist regime in China, if there could be 
any such anim'al, would find vt utterly impossible to do 
:such a thing under any Circumstances. Moreover, it is equal
Jy correct to say that the events in China' forced an eadier 
rearmament of Japan. Thus the new Chinese regime har
dened the will of capitalism to fight, just as the capitalist 
reaotiDnaries compelled the Chinese to fight back. 

o,n the other hand, it is n'Ot rrue that the CHinese CP 
is, or' was in the Thirties, a genuine communist party. The 
Chinese CP,_ in spite of a'll their long struggles, in spite 
of the undisputed heroi'sm of ;their membership, still re
main Stalinists, who, even with a Menshevik theory, have 
been forced to take the power. The Chinese Communist 
Party combined the democratic .capitaHsm· theory of the 
Mensheviks, with Stalinist world politics - and their own 
arm.ed power. In 1946, nineteen years and millions of tor
Itured deaths after the defeat of the Stalin-Menshevik poli
cies of 1925-27, they agreed to a coalition government with 
Chian'g Kai-'s'hek. Chia'nlg told them they would have .to 
give up their arm~d power. But this armed power was the 
only guarantee. that the. dem\ocratic reforms and the al
Hance with the Soviet Union would be carried ·out. SDme
what important also - it was the only guarantee' of their 
own head~. 

The coalition thus failed to materialize. The interna
tional situation converged with' the forces of the Chinese 
RevDlutiDn to' p~sh them inexorably ontD the road to 
p'Ower. The problems of state power now turn everything 
upside down, including their own theory. State power haS'<l 
relentle$'s 'logic 'Of its own, as Stalin found out long ago. It 
has already compelled the new" Mensheviks" to do strange, 
un-Menshevik things. But regardless of ·the. character of 
the new state,all its pressures and needs cannot transmute 
themselves into a revolutionary theory in the heads of th~ 
new ruling group, nor make this group ful'ly capable of~ 
'solving the tasks history is about to impose upon them: 

The Dream of Democratic Capitalism in China 
Lattimore, the bourgeois with a Menshevik brain, saw 

the possi'qi'l'ity ofdev~IQping democratic capitalism in Chi
na. But the Kerensky period of 1917 proved that this cou ld 
not be done in a backwar'd country. And if LattimDre un
derstoDd Marxism one-tenth as well as he understoDd the 
specific problems 'Of the Chinese people, hewDuld have 
seen that Chiang Kai-shek's main accompli~hment for twen
ty years was to prove again thatcapita,'list demDcracy was 
as impossible in the colonies as the democratic' revolution 
was imperative. A contradiction? Yes, but if it could not 
be under'stood by Lattimore, McCarthy, or the Stalinists, 
it was hammered into the bones, and finally the brains, of 
cQuntless illiterate pe.asants by >the blows of the Chiang 
Kai-shek reaction. 

. If there can be a capitalist development for China; if 
this development can complement the growth of American 
,apitalism; if, in a word, capitalism still retains ~ts basic 

progressive function; ,then Lattimore is not merely a mis
treated public servant of the capital'ists. He is a great s0-

cial prophet with the historical right on his side. The cap,;, 
italist class :would in the long run follow 'Out his line. And 
we ourselves would be compelled to alter OU( program. 

A sensible, ration'al man like Laottimore can well ask 
the capitalists the folIowing question: instead of allocatin,g 
millions of tons of steel for war prodoction to destroy Chi
nese villages at great cost to yourselves, why not send these 
millions of tons peacefully and profi,tably to .burld great 
cities? Why indeed? This question is answered by another 
question more to the point. Why did the capitalists not do 
this during the great American depression when their fur
naces were idle and their friend Chiang "Kai-shek was in 
power in China? 

Even more to the point: Why did ,the A'merican bour ... 
geoisie at the very time they were fighting the .feudal slave 
power in their own. country, help the British crush the 
Taiping ~ebellion in China? Lattimore, who knows' China's 
hi8tory so weB, has never asked himself the fundamen,tal 
reasons for this. The long-haired Taipings, as they were 
called, attempted to unify China on 'a nationalist, demo.. 
cratic revolutionary basis. They divided the land, abolished 
the queue, instituted equality of sexes, opposed binding of 
the feet, etc. They took over a large part of China. They 
would surely have ctushed the outlived' Manchus com
pletely, but for the English and Ameri.can material ,sup
port of thatl reactionary dynasty. 

For those interested in the hypocritical curios~ of the 
history of the American, bourge'Oisie, it is interesting that 
the Taipings were for Protestant Christianity, i.e. Ameri
can Christianity. But,the upright church-going American 
capitalists of those days preferred to support the Itheathen" 
Mancnus. And they have ever since taught American school 
children how backward the Oriental pagans are, how they 
bind the feet of little' girl's, etc. . 

Who Can Develop China? 
Bu~ all bitter jokes aside, does this incident not prove 

to the hilt that the bDurgeoisiecould not possibly accept 
Lattimore's program for China? The 'American bourSCQisie 
in their most progressive' (even rad-ica:l!) ,period could onty 
ally themserves with the most reactionary forces in China. 
.Even at that time the China trade had its exploitative ba
sis. Even the progressive cross-continental American rail
road building was taking place largely in response to the 
drive for a qui~ker route to the despoliati'On of the Orient! 

Today American ,capital can only "develop" China (ahd 
then only one..lsidedly) by .making profits for Wall Street 
on top of the "squeeze" for the Chinese capita'lists and other 
reactionary rulers. This would make sti·II further' slaves 
out of the Chinese 'people. And ~s·· Lattimore patjently ex~ 
plains to his persecutors, this last is n'O longer pDssible. 

On the other hand, .. China is demanding in every way 
to be dev'C'loped. And the Chine'se themse,l,ves can develop 
China in' only 0ne way -;- that is, :cooperatively, socialist-
ically. . 

,Take the question of railroads alone. Railroads in Chi
na are so important that most of the older lines were each 
a factor in world politics for many years. Any i0'vernment 
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that wishes to resist' foreign domination must not only op
erate, but own these roads. Pur:tihe~more, these oJ"oa:ds, w,ith 
,the exception of the Manchurian network, are in the east, 
connected to the se;lports, in order to facilitate the domi
nation of the western, maritime nations. Independence, eco
nomic progress. and the unity of China demand a system 
ofr".i'lroads and feeder lines in the interjor and that in the 
shortest possible time. 

Nobody but the government will take on such a giant 
undertaking. Surely no ;}ilttle group of landlords is going 
to change their little rice granaries into the tremendous 
tonnage of steel' rails and locomotives necessary to tame 
the Chinese deserts. No. There would either first have to 
be a reasonable qevelopment of capitalism (such as the 
first two or three cen,tudes in England, or the first seventy 
years or so in the virgin soil of the United States) in order 
to produce enough liquid private capital for' stocks· and 
bonds - or else it must be undertaken as a colossa'l project 
by the whole Chinese people. And that is exactly what they 
are planning and have even begun to do. 

To repeat: this railroad system must be built. It must 
be built not~ only to satisfy the demands of the people for 
a . better life. It is necessary to prevent the Hving standards 
from being further depressed by the exploitation of im
perialism which has now been transmuted into a form of at
tempted annihilation. Not only to have their labor count 
in the world market, but ,to have their lab9r resist the 
cheap bullets as well as the cheap products of imperia'lism, 
the Chinese must transport the products in the socially nec
essary 'amount .of labor time. This means socialist con
struction - a drive to a socialist system. 

As Lattimore himseU has eloqu~ntly shown, i,rrigation 
is needed on a tremendous scale in China. There are great 
rivers whose destructive Hoods, once harnessed, would pro

Ivide fertility and abundance instead of destruction. Even 
olafge parts of the Ohinese deseI1t are potentially asfertHe 
as California. A sort of dry muck called "loess" pervades 
the desert, ito.. some iplaCfs twenty feet deep. With the 
right amount of water it becomes very productive soil. 
And flOWing over these "wastes" there are torrential rivers 
-in the spring, which trickle dry in the torrid summer. They 
only await damming and sluicing to provide good farms 
fQr millions. ' 

. Such an irrigation program plus internal railroad build
ing would provide the. greatest leap in productivity that 
the Chiuese have made for two thousand years. I n the 
sma'1ler spaces of Japan t~e building of a few hundred 
miles of railroad eliminated food famines by the simple 
expedient of making it possible for, the first time,. to trans
port 'food from crop surplus areas too crop deficiency -areas. 
In China, where there are' simply n6t enough surplus areas, 
it may be said categorically that modern irrigation plus 
modern railrDads would stop fDrever the eternal famines 
of that cDuntry and put it among the great crop producing 
countries of the world. 

But huge armies of wDrkers are needed to. construct 
these things. No amount of private capital would be able 
or willing to assemble such armies. Only the totality of 
the peasants feeding 'and clothing these workers thrDugh 

the instrumentality of the government can 'bring them to
gether. Moreover, this is a project that cannot wait for 
the end of the (Korean) war. The war (as well as Stalin
ist policy) will demand compromise with the peasant on 
revolutionary issues, only to command even more im
periously, at a later stage, the communizing of the coun
tryside. 

Korean Wat· Draws True Picture 
UBnt the war is not· my fault," Lattimore might w~Jil 

plead. "I, too agree, and even contend, that the war is 
pushing China further from capitalism. Truman and Mac
Arthur should never have :started the Korean War iit the 
first place." But the KDrean War was not the qualitative 
change which really began the governmental expropriations 
and constr'uctions. The qualitative change here was the 
Chinese Revolution and the conquest of state power in De,:" 
cember 1949. This was the turning-point for class relations 
in China. By 1950, 'it was impossible for American im
perialism to listen to Lattimore's a'dvice, even if a few 
honest capita-lists might continue to say it was 'M:!ll-meant. 
Looking backward, it seems inevitable that the war had 
to break opt in a few months. The war is only the same 
old imperialist politics in greatly exacerbated form in the 
epoch of the downfall of imperialism. I t expresses the 
:true relationSlhip betw,een the UnLted States and Ohina far, 
~ar hetlter than the WOrlds' and wishes of LaHimore. To say 
for the thousandth time what will certainly have to be 
said a thousand times again: I mperialism is a function of 
dedining oapiltalism, not a policy to be taken up or 
dropped at wi.Jt 

We should add that ,the advanced countries gave China 
somewhat more than suffering and death. They gave Chi
na also the irrepressible need to develop. itself on the same 
level as its torrrientors. To apply Marx's term ,to the Len
inist -epoch, they held up to China the mirror of its own 
future. But in preventing the rational realization of this 
picture-image by their imperialist subjugation, they com
pelled China to fight for it arms in hand, not only tearing 
away all the encrusted social institutions within China but 
unfixing the very root of world capitalism in the process. 

It is not that the McCarthyites understand this dia
lectic better than Lattimore. Not at all. Lattimore is in
~initely more scholarly than his attackers. But his class 
instinct is weaker. He sees the democratic revolution lib
erating the energies of the free farmer, thus creating an 
economic backbone for capitalism as did the French Revo
lution, or the American Homestead Act - creating a great 
internal market. True, the land is being divided with a 
revolutionary knife even sharper than the French Revo
lu~ion's with many more private owners than the Home.
stead Act ever. made. But how is a Chinese peasant going 
to use a McCormick Harvester on a two-acre farm? thus 
t.he revolution poses the question, of socialism rather than 
that of American 'sa'lesmanship. The errant, ignorant Mc
Carthy instinctively scents the truth, while the scholarly 
Lattimore is the victim of his own. formalistic scholarship. 

In this connection, who can .fail to recall the happy 
title phrase of the book, Four Hundred Million Cus
tomers? The ideological servants of capitalism correctly. 
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,see the expans'ton of capitalism as the exportation (!f an 
immense' amount of commodities throughout the world. 
But every little grocer who sees a crowd pass his store 
can imagine them' aH as potential customers. I t does not 
occur to him that a sale is an exchange of equal value.s 
with the customer, s)n,ce his income is cJerived from a com
mission on the sale. The little bourgeois has his eye hyp
n~tically fixed on the process of circu!:ation. ;rhe big bour
geois, the producer, to whom sales are no less important. 
'looks upon sales as above all, the realization of his sur
plus value. He must coin the sweat of the American work
er not only into pure gold. but ultimately into an exchange 
of Chinese commodities. But this is just wh~t the Chinese 
do not have.' 

China can produce surplus value for the U.S. only as 
a subject nation. That is why McCarthy and Co. CDrrect
Iy conclude for their class that in the present period the 
on'ly trade can be with bullets. Surplus value can only be 
bombed and blasted out of China now, they reason. Cap
ital is a relation between people, Marx tells us. I n the age 
of imperialism, it is a relation between whole countries. Is 
that rela'tion to stand, or i,s it to be destroyed? I n all his 
preoccupation with world power politics, this class formula
tiDn of th~ question does not occur to Lattimore. It is the 
objective reality, however. And its iron logic inexorably 
dictates the shooting politics of the big bourgeoisie. 
. Th~re is a great~ d~al for MarXists to learn from. ~at

tlmore S' books Dn Chma. The facts, the background, the 
world power politics are well presen~ed. He even half-un
derstands the revolution itself.' The trouble is that sLlch, 
events must· be comprehended wholly. He saw the demo
cratic revolution, but being bourgeois himself, failed to 
see the decline of wDdd capitalism which gave this revo
lution its special, "permanent," character. 

China's Fate .... and Lattimore's 
The driving forces of the democratic revolution, so 

long repressed in China, fina,lly proved too powerful, even 
for the false program which was Lattimore's as well ~1S 
the Sta·linists'. These ,driving forces broke through the,.re
strictians of a narrow theary, and crashed into a new field 
of history, carrying the Stalinist party with them. like a 
bull crashes through a stable wall. and paws the open 
grounrl, with the old boards still clinging to his hams, be ... 
fore taking off for fresher fields. 

The final word has not yet been said in China. Far 
from it. China wiJ.l never be s~cialist without the Trotskyist 
program. But in the meantime, thel'e is the new regime;,' 
and there is American imperialism. There is Eisenhower; 
and there is McCarthy. And there is the inevitable war 
against China. Lattimore's middle way is finished. I-Ie sees 
that China is not yet sacialist. He sees that there is i1 

transition period. But he fails to see that it is fa special 
kind of transitioD periad with', its own laws. ,I-Ie confuses 
a transition with a never-never 'land. Not so McCarthy, 
and nDt sa, most of the bourgeoisie. They have no dear 
idea of the nature of the Chinese state. But they do not 
need one. They are sure, however, that it must be destroyed. 

The present author believes this transition period in 
China to be the dictatorship of the proletariat in a dis-

torted, Stalinized farm, but a workers' state nanetheless, 
with very real concrete ljlws gaverniQg its existence. It 
cannot be maneuvered 0.1" "dealed" out of existence. On 
the other hand, the leadership cannot, and will not, lay 
Ollt a socialist progrant'. But the :question of socialism has 
been squarely pased in China regardless of the subjective 
position af the leadership. This posing of the question has 
opened the f100dgaites af wor,l'd caunter-revolutiDn, bring
ing closer, amang other things, the inevitable war against 
the Saviet Unian as well as against China. On this point, 
McCarthy is much more clear than 'Lattimore. Lattimore 
and his friends stHI think there may. b~ some trick for
mula to ally Mao's government with Wall Street against 
the Soviet Union. All that is needed is the proper approach. 
(\Vhich accarding to him does not include bombing Chi
na!). 

, But the American baurgeaisie daes not want· or need 
this kind of thinking today. McCarthy, who Dnly, y~s
t:erday was considered on the .lunatic fringe of capitalism, 
is now aided by t,he majesty of the U.S. Federa'l Courts 
in his drive to burn OUlt, to expunge, to destroy root 'an~d 
branch, the ,left bourgeois philosophy of Owen Lattimore. 

This is unfortunate for all liberalism as well as for 
Lattimore. It is the end of the relative bourgeois freedom 
that. could still exist here and there ~s 'long as there was 
a spark of economic vitality left in oapitalism. But let us 
conclude with the remark that the whole process ~escribed 
above is only the blunter side of a two-edged historical 
sword. The boorgeoisie's reck'less drive to the R;ight is 
only pushing the working class ever more, sharply to the, 
Left. This process w~thin the warking c.lass must' have its 
qualitative changes also. Only the remaining stability of 
capitalism in the \Vest du'ring its pre-war, pre';c,i'isis period. 
is supporting the facade o( fakers in the workers' move
ment East and \Vest. This stability, preventing th~ Ameri
can working class fr'om recDgnizing the Chinese masses' JS 

its great aNy, also prevent~ the reckaning, ~f the world 
working class with its leadership. aut the cHsis 'will grow. 
.The same historica,l forces which compel the bourgeoisie 
to dismiss its honest pragmatists will compel the' prole
tariat to reject its dishonest, and inadequate empirics, in 
favor of revolutionary Trotskyism.-

"THE JEWISH QUESTION" 
A Marxist Interpretation 

By A. Leon . 
Leon died in the Auschwitz gas chambers at 

the age of 26, but the book he left behind is one of' 
the fine~t products' of the underground resistance 
movement against the Nazis. 
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Democracy and W orl{ers' Rule 
By ]EAN.P AUL MARTIN 

The classics of Marxism, from Marx to Lenin, definite
Iy, conceived the "dictatorship of the proletariat" pot as 

the dictatorship of a: "] a'cobin" minor.ity over the class 

but on the contrary as the flowering of ~mocracy for the 
whole proletarian class and fpr the strata of poor allied 
with it. On this score there can be no doubt whatever. 

I n order to obtain a ~lear understanding of the real 
meaning which they gave to the "dictatorship of the pro
letariat," after its establishment, all that is necessary is to 
reread the texts attenti.vely, those of 'Marx and ~gels: 3S 

well as those by Lenin himself (especially his writings prior 
to' the 'seizure of poweI ,in October 1917). 

So far as the ideas of Marx and Engels on this ques
tion are concerned, no one can honestly challenge -them. 
The foremost leaders of the Russian Mensheviks~ M~l'tov 
and Dan, delighted in emphasizing the evolution of Marx's 
thought ·from a conception of the revolution aod the regime 
it subsequently establishes that was sli~htly "] acobip" in 
the beginning to that expressed more comppletely by En
gels .in 1895 in his introduction to Marx's Class Struggles 
in France. 

"The epoch of bold forays, of revOlutions made by small 
conscious minorities leading unconscious masses, is. over. 
When a complete transformation of the social organization 
is involved, the masses th~mselves must. participate and 
understand what is involved, why they must intervene. 
That is what the history of the past fifty years h~s taught 
us." 

The theoreticians of Russian and interna-tional Men
shevism concentrated their fire mainly against the Rus
sian Revolution, against the character and evolution' of 
the regime established by Lenin. Basing themselves on the 
theory 9fthe party as elaborated by Lenin in What Is to 
Be Done and alsQ on' certain formulations contained'in the 
pamphlet· qne Step, F,orward, Two Steps Backward they 
expounded the idea that Bolshevism was an anti-Marxist 
doctrine, predicated ona political organization of. the pro
letariat and on a conception of -the pro:letarian revolution 
and the di,ctatorship of the proletariat which were essential
ly ]acobin, that isoto say, upon a conscious activemirtorit.y 
within the class, witho~t widespread and effective demo
cratic participation in political life of the this class, as well 
as of the other strata of poor allied with the pro1etariat. 

In addition "they established an organic link betw'e'en 
the conception held by th~ Bolsheviks and Lenin, of the 
party, of the revolution and of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat, which led to their conclusion that "under the cov
er of Lenin's ideas on organization were really concealed 
his 'Jacobin' conceptions on revolutionary development 
and on the .dictatorship."* . . 

• Th. Dan. The Russian Socialists and the DJctatorship' of 
the p".pl~t~riat. Lecture ,.t Brus.sels,:p~c.eDll;le~ 193.2 •. , 

According to them the Russian Revolution was carried 
out in a J acobin ma,nner and installed a J acobin regime. 

The Menshevik View 
,Th. Dan, it is true, is willing to concede t'hat this char .. 

.acter assumed by the Russian revolution and it,s political 
regime is not due exclusively to the organization and idea~ 
of Bolshevism but also to the obje~tive conditions in Rus
sia, "the socia'l, political ·and cultural conduct of the forces 
on which the Bolsheviks based themselves, forces which de
termined not only the ']acobinism' of t'he Bolshevik dic
tatorship, but also its subsequent tribulations ... From 
the birth of the dictaJorship, the petty-bourgeois peasantry 
appears as the decisive force in the Russian Revolution 
(on which'tne active proletarian'mino1'ity bases itself and 
to which it adapts itself) and it puts its imprin,t on the 
course of events."2 

Hence the birth of Stalinism, an organic product of 
Leninism, according to Dan, 

Rosa Lu?,emburg who had, as we kno~, already criti
cized the organization of the Bolsheviks in the p~st and 
the ideas of Wbat Is to Be Done, also formulated certain 
criticisms of the Russian Revolution but from ~m e.ssen
tially differen~ point of view from that of the theoreticians 
of Menshevism.3 

Far from criticizing the activity of the Bolshevik Party 
in the period preceding the sleizure of power and its firm 
orientation toward this 'objective, or from denying the pro
letarian and socialist character of the Russian Revolution, 
she considered, on the contrary, that: 

"Lenin's party was the only one wh:ch had grasped the 
mandate and duty of a truly revolutionary party and which, 
by the slogan - 'All power in the hands of the proletariat 
and the pe.asantry,' ~ insured the continued devel()pme~t 
of thepevolution." (p. 14) 

"Moreover the Bolsheviks immediately set as the aim 
of this sei,zure of power a complete far-reachlnl{ revolution
ary program: not the safeguarding of, bourgeois democracy, 
but a dictatorship of the proletariat' for the purpose of 
realizing socialism. Thereby they won for themselves the 
imperishable historic distinction of having for the first time 
proClaimed the fiilal aim of sociaUsm as, the direct p.rogram 
of practical politics.'· (p. 15) 

Her criticisms regarding the Russian Revolut!on were 
aimed on the one hand against Lenin',s t\VO slogans of divi
sion of ~be land and tbe rights of peoples to self-determina
tion, which she wrongly considered as petty bourgeois/and 
on the other !'land with -regard to the democratic content 
of, the dictatorship of the profetariat. 

It is the btter aspect of her criticisms with which w:! 

are most concerned now. 

2. Ibid. 
3. R. Luxemburg. The Russian Revohition. (Workeril 'Age 

Publishers, New York 1940) 
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Anyone Who now strives to recapture'the physiognomy 
of the Russian Revolutioh and of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat as it existed in Lenin"'s :time ha's difficulty in 
grasping 'ito ,characteristic features and their modifications 
under very specific conditions, because of the monstrous 
disfigurement produced by aimost three decades of bureau-
cratic degeneration. . 

The October Revolution had instaHed a political re
gime whose character, in the beginning at any rate, was 
that of a government not exclusiovely Bolshevik, based on 
democratic Soviets in 'which there were several politieal 
tendencies repres~nting. several legal Soviet parties. On the 
oth~r hand, the majority Soviet party, the Bolshevik Party, 
far from representing. a monolithic bureaucratically gov
~rned bloc, was in reality tht! most virile proletarian par- ' 
ty, the richest in discussions and in tendencies which had 
ever existed. Let us recall several important facts and dates 
in the evolution of the political regime instaHed by the 
October Revolution. 

The Revolutionary Regime After October 
The Left Social Revolutionaries withdrew from the 

coalition government, formed with the Bolsheviks in March 
1918, as a result of their disagreement over the Brest
Litovsk treaty. (They wanted to continue the war, and as 
petty bourgeois nationalists they denounced the concessions 
made to' secure peace.) 

But they remained a legal party outside the govern
ment, as did the Mensheviks and Right .social Revolution
aries. 

The last two were .temporarily outlawed during the 
same year, ,1918, because of the connections. of 'certain of 
their members with the White, Guards, while the civil war 
was in full swing. 

But the Mensheviks were authorized to become :legal 
again in November 1918 when they promised to act as a 
loyal opposition \yithin the framework of the Soviet re .. 
gime. 

The Social RevolutioIJarles were definitely outlawed 
following the action undertaken by this party in opposi
tion to the Brest-l,itovsk peace, in which they provoked 
the assassination of Count Mirbach" German ambassador, 
as well as a s~ries of insurrections in various parts of the 
country, including Moscow. Finally, on August 30, they 
wounded Lenin. himself and assassinated two other Soviet 
Ileaders: Uritsky and. Volodar'sky. , 

Nevertheless, a kind of libertarian \ spirit continued to 
exist both if) the Soviets and in the party (especially in the 
:latter) despite the civil war and until its conclusion in the· 
middle of 1920. 

It is from this time on, as the result of a new danger 
for the revolution arising out of the critical economic situa
tion of the country, exhausted by civil war and isolated 
from the international revolution, that new measures re
stricting democracy were taken, this time affecting the life, 
of the party itself. 

The Tenth Congress of the Russian CP, which forbade 
the formation' of any opposition groups or facti~:ms within 
the party, concides with the suppressed insurrection 1t 
Kronstadt in March 1921. 

The famous discussion on the role of the trade, Ulllons, 
where Lenin defended their relative independence from the 
"wqrkersstate," which already was suffering from "bureau
cratic deformation," dates back to this Congress. 

Neither government by a single party, nor a regime 
ola single parV' in the Dountry, nor the monolithic lead
ing party, nor trade unions incorporated into the'st,ate 
apparatus, were in the program or initial intenti()1is or the 
Bqlsbevik Party. Tha,t is the strict histori4l~rutb. , 

Concrete conidhions, linked fundamentally to events 
set off by ,the civil war, in a USSR which remained de
prived of the support of the ad v a'nced . proletariat. in, the 
West, compelled the Bolshevik Ileadershrp an'd' Lenin per
sonally to ta~e this or, that measure· at a given moment, 
but this was done provisionally .and not in any final· sense. 

How Lenin Saw the Dictatorship 
Lenin, in fact, never theorized that any of the.measures 

to which he was cotnipelled to resastwere part of the real 
meaning of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Trotsky. 
mentjonsas an example in this connection that the deci
sion of ~he Tenth Congress of the party forbidding fac
tions had only an essentially provisional character, in Le
nin's mind and itl was understood and approved by the 
party eXclusively in this sense. (L. Trotsky, T.he New 
Course) . 

Any discussion on the manner in whIch proletarian de
mocracy was or was not applied in the USSR by the Bol
she.vik Party and by Lenin runs the·· risk of being without 
practical vatlue if it is not placed . in the context of the 
concrete historical conditions surrounding the first pro
letarian regime. The questidn is: couldan1' other ... revo
lutionary regime placed, in the same .conditions 'have re
acted diff~rently without at the same time losing the revo
-lution? 

Unquestionably from the standpojntofa pure. app~i
cation of proletarian democracy many errors were. commh
ted, and up to his death, Lenin personaHy nevetce~sed,to 
admit, affirm, and even to insist on the specifically Rus
sian character of certain forms used by the 4idatorship of 
the proletariat in the USSR. These form's, he conceded, were 
not necessarily valid fo'r the revolution in other econom,k-

I ally and culturally more advanced countries thanf.1,Js~ta, 
and that not aU the Russian experience. of revolutIon was 
good for export. . , 

But to what extent can the errors and .lIstupi9ities" ::-
to us'e Lenin's own term ~committed by the Bolsheviks 
in power be attributed solely to the fact that ~hey w~re 
compelled to qeal in sor;ne way with the most pressing 
needs, in the given historical conditions, or risk seeing the 
revolution completely ruined, and not to a false interpre
tation, reaHy tainted with II] acobinismj" in deeds, of ,the 
party, of the leadership of. the revolution; and of the dic
tatorship of the proletariat? 

Th~ question of .more than of academic interest at· the 
present time. . 

The extraordinary degeneration of the proletarian. pow .. 
er which ·has characterized the development of the Soviet 
regime established by the October Revolution in the USSR; 
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the qlore recent experience acquired by the Yugoslav and 
Chinese Revolutions, as well as the fact that we are now 
'wjtnessing an obj~tively higher phase of the proletarian, 
revolution developing internationally, give an enormous, 
prin1<lry importance to this question of the real m'eaning 
of th~ "dittatorship of the proletariat" and of the effective 
appHcfltion of proletarian democracy. 

These factors compel us 'to a critical reconsideration of 
the entire experience of the proletarian revolution since ,the 
Russian Revolution, to think these problems 'out anew and 
to draw cerrain conclusiot:Js from theJi:t. These are not arti
ficialproblems but are imperatively posed by the present 
situation; they are sufficiently m;atured, they are, in a word, 
necessary, that is to say, ~hey have been prepared by all 
the previous development and experience. 

The Criticisms of Rosa Luxemburg 

of a small minority leading, in the na~e of the ,class -
that is, it must pro'ceed'step by step out ~f the active par
ticip'ation of the masses; it must be under ftheir direct in .. 
fluence, subjected to the control of comiplete public activ
ity,' it must arise out of the growing political training of 
the popular masses." (Ibid. p. 54 ~ my emphasis, J-P.M.) 

The Mechanism' of, Workers' Democracy 
What should the concrete mechanism be, .accdrding' to 

Rosa Luxemburg, ,of such, a m~nner, of applying prole
tarian democracy under the- regime of the "dictatorship of 
the proletfriat"? 

Although R..osa Luxemburg nowhere cleq.rly indicates 
the whole of this mechanism it is not difficult to make a 
critical formulation of this as follows: The system of So
~iets should be ,combined with a National Assembly elected 
by universal suffrage; authorization of parties; autonomy 

If we 'return to the criticisms which Rosa Luxem1burg of the trade unions and a11 masslorganizations in their re-
made' of the Bolsheviks, of Lenin and Trotsky in pa~ticll-' lationship to the state. 

'hir, it is because, unlike the Mensheviks, she took her stand Rosa Luxemburg criticized Lenin 'and especially Trot
,regatding the Russian Revolution on the solid ground of 'sky for having concluded from, the necessary dissolution of 
the revolutionary proletariat, adopting this revolution as the Constituent Assembly elected under Kerensky that 
het own; because, also, some of her criticisms, at least, "Constituent Asserrfblies in general were absolutely use .. 
have never really been refuteQ either in writing or by less" even up to denying the value' "of any popular repre .. 
e.venls; b~ause now, after so many years {)f experience,. sentation whatsoever which might come from universal 
they seem to us singularly fresh and full of insight; because popular elections during the r,.evolution." (Ibid., p. 35.) 
L. Trotsky himself reviewed some of these conceptions held She fouhd, on the other hand,' that to proclaim!' the right 
in the revolutionary period'! of univers'a'l suffrage and'at the same time gran't it 'ionly 

For all'these reasons, Rosa's criticisms deserve to be re-to those who live by t~ei~ own labor," ~hile society is still 
called and warrant the effort of fllrther consideratiDn and not yet 'econDm.ica.JIy in a pDsition "to make possible for 
study. all WhD want to work an adequate 'civilized life on the ba-

Rosa Luxemburg did not' criticize the Bolsheviks from sis' of one> own labDr," was '·'a non-viable impr~)Visation," 
the standpoint of "forll)al democracy" but from that of a measure not ,consonant with the concrete social reality, 
the real meaning' of'the "dicdltorship of th~ proletariat" a right which was not measured by the, concrete economic 
regarded'as a "dict~torship of the daH~ not that ,Of a par'ty ~nd social ~onditions of the moment in (!Ccordance with 
or a clique -:.. dictatorship of the class, that means in the "abstract schemas of just~ce." It ran the risk of ~emaining 
broadest public fDrm on th~ basis of the most active,. un- an anachronism, -and accordi,ng to Rasa Luxemburg, that 
'limited participation of the mass' of the people, of unli~'- is. what it was in effect. There was no effective exercise of 
ited democracy." (The Russia,n Revolution, p. 53) unj versal ,suffrage. 

, She startep with the idea that the 'dictators~ip ,Of the Rosa Luxemburg conce.ded that the measur~s taken 
proletariat" is not opposed tD democracy in general, but to against "the entire middle class, the bourgeois and petty
bourgeoiS democracy,~ a democracy which i's limited and bourgeois intelligentsi'a [who]' boycotteQ the Soviet gDvetn
deformed insofar as the m~sses are cDncerned. The "dic- mente for mDnths, after 'the October Revolution, crippled 
tatorshitJ of the proletariat" does not ~~ject the democratic communications, etc., oppos.ed the workeJs',gov~rnment":, 
element but completes it and develops it to the ~ultimate deprivation of pDlitical rights, ,Of the economic means 'of 
in the intere,sts' of the masses. \' . existenct!, etc., were'required "in order to break their resist: 

She' repeated time ~md again that the essence ,Of the ance with an iron fist." (I bid., p. 41) 
'''dictatorship' of the proletariat" as " class dictatorship IS But she appeared 'to be against such conjunctural meas
to be found in "the a'ctive, free, energetic politicall life o( uresbecoming the "general rule of long-standing effect" of 
the broadest popular masses," in the "social activity of the the dictatorship of the prDletariat. . ' , 
mass~s" enjoring "unlimited political freedom." , The, right of suffrage· granted "tD those who work" 

must at the same time imply, accD" rding to her, the effective "Without generaleleetions, without unrestricted free-
dom of press and assembly"without a free struggle of opin- possibility of the regime's furnishing work to a'II those who 
loa," .he thought, "life dies out in every public institution want it. 
(i.e1uding the Soviets, she added) becomes ~ mere sem~lance .,' Rosa Luxemburg, we must repeat, was completely con .. 
of Ufe in which only the bureaucracy remains as the actjve ' ,scious when making these criticisms of the unfavorable his
element.", (~y emphasis -:- J.P.M. Ibid, p. 47) torical conqitions which in some way had imposed these 

For the 'qictatorship of the proletariat'; to lemain a "deviations" on t~e Bolsheviks. She was sincerely con .. 
cUzss .dictatorship it must, be ,"the work of the ~lass and not vince~ that they would have proceeded quite differently 
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"were it not that they suffered under the frightful com/pul
sion of the world war, the German occupation andaH the 
abnormal difficulties connected therewith, things which 
were inevitably bound to distort any socialist policy, how
ever'imbued it might be with the best intentions and, the 
finest principles." She found, however, that "the danger 
begins only when they make a virtue of neces,sity and want 
to freeze into a ,complete theoretical system all the tactics 
.forced upon them: by these fateful circumstances" and want 
"to recommend them to the international proletariat as a 
model of socialist tactics." (Ibid. p. 54, 55) 

Wh.at'Must We Say Today? 
What criticisms of Rosa Luxemburg remain valid to

day? In the light of our acquired experience, what must 
the function of the real "dictatorship of the proletariat" 
be, conceived as a class dictatorship of the proletarian cIa'ss 
allied! with the other poor layers of the population? 

Let us first take note that it was L:'Trotsky himself, 
who, on the basis of the experience of the Russian Revolu
tion which after the death of Lenin entered a phase of ac
celerated bureauaatic degeneration, was first to review 
certain of thes'e initia'l ideas and to draw ,conclusions along 
the lines of Rosa's criticisms. 

As soon as he saw the use which the epigones sought 
to make of the decision of the Tenth Congress of the Rus
,sian CP on the banning of factions, L. Trotsky begln a 

, vigorous struggle for the defense of the democratic essence 
of the Leninist Party of the proletariat against the theory 
of "monolithism" outlined by Zinoviev and practiced by 
Stalin. 

This brilliant defense of the proletarian party, con
s'idered in' its concrtete relationships to the class on the one 
hand, and in the relationship between its ranks and leader
ship on the other, is among the best contributions of Leon 
Trotsky to tne dialectical spirit of revolutionary Ma:tx
ism. (See New Co~rse, L~ Trotsky) 

I t completes and strengthens Lenin's theory of the par
ty, which i~ fundamentaJIy alien to the monstrous cari
catures which are to be seeh in the Stalinist ptrties today, 
beginning with that of the USSR. 

Trotsky's ,Review of the Problems of the State 
Late(, after L. Trotsky had given up hope of .an in

ternal reform of the Communist International and the 
Communist Parties, including the Russian CP, and had 
come to' the opinion that' Thermidor - that is' to say, a 
,stage of political reaction on the social foundations of the 
Revolution - had already been accomplished in the USSR, 
he formulated certain new opinions on how proletarian de
mocracy' would be reborn in the USSR. 

I n Revolution Betrayed, reconsidering the prol?lems of 
the concreVc experience of the USSR, he' had already~ 
thought it necessary to com1bat the idea of the single party 
which was in noway inherent in the Bolshevik program, 
and to reaffirm that the banning of other parties, "ob
viously in conflict with the spirit of Soviet democracy, the 
leaders of Bolsh~vism regarded not as a principle but as 
an episodic act of self-defense." (Revolution Betrayed, p. 
96) 

In the same work, L. Trotsky, developing the program 

of the new political revolution required for the overthrow 

of the Soviet bureaucracy, believed that, "a restoration of 

the right of criticism, and a genuine freedom of elections, 

are necessary conditions for the further d~,elopmen.t of the 
country. This assumes a revival of freedom of Soviet par
ties, beginning wi.tll the party of Bolsheviks, and a resur
rection -of the trade unions." (p. ,89) 

Finally, in the Transition Program, in the chapter deal
ing with the situation in the USSR, this 'very important 
passage is included: "Democratization of the soviets is im
possible without kgalita.lfJ,ion 0; soviet parties. The ~orkers 
and peasants themselves by their' own free -vote will in
dicate what parties they recognite ,as soviet p'arties. (TranI!. 
s~tional, Program, p. 51: my emphasi~ - J-P.M.) 

When L, Trotsky ~ntiins the "resurrection'; or "free
dom" of the trade unions, he is obviously reviewing the 
positions he defended in his discussion with Leni'n in ,1921 
and means to speak of their independen:ce in telation to the 
State and governing party, that is to say, <?f their 'right to 
defend .the interests of the workers on ocassion against the 
"Workers State" itself. (Which does not exist as such -
"Workers State" - but more or less "bureaucratically de
formed," and this until its, complete withering, away, when 
there will no longer be any "State"). 

Like Rosa Luxemburg, L. Trotsky, too,describes in 
som~wha.t summary .fashion t,he m:echanisffi! for the ef
fective application of proletarian democracy, insofar as it 
is the essence of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" con
sid~ed, as a class dictatorship,- presenting a few guiding 
ideas, but without a more tomplete .analysis. This is due 
in our opinion to two fundamen~al reasons operating sim
ultaneously: to the lack' of ,corictete ~xperience on the 
coUrse of socialist developm~nt . once the proletariat has 
taken power, find to the fact that, the application of pro
let(,1rian dernocracyin one manner or another, on .one .scale 
or another, is not est.ablished once and for aH times in' 
accordance with certain abstract schemas,_&S a matter of 
principle, but is dialectically dependent on the given his
torical conditions in which the class struggle unfolds in 
each country. ' 

National Assembly and Univ,ersal Suffrfge 
Let us' take for example the case of the National As

;;embly and universal suffrage which Rosa Luxemburg 
discussed. ' 

Should Soviets and National Assembly be combined 
or opposed to one' another, or should Soviets and National 
Assembly be elected in different ways in order to attain 
a more authentic and direct representation by the masses? 
\Vho then will have the right to vote and in what degree? 

These questions cannot be r~solved a priori for all 
countries and all circumstances in accordance \\.;ith an ab
stract code of principles of pr'oletarian democracy. 

For example, particularly as'regards the right to vote, 
it is obvious that the answer to this question may depend 
on the social' ,character of, the country, on the precise pro
~r.tions of peasants, city., petty-baurge<?is, ;and workers, 
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and on economic conditions which do or do not permit a 
guarantee of wOr'k to all those who want to work. Shall 
the petty-bourgeoisie of country and city, under an N EP 
regime' where they continue to be smaU proprietors, trad
ing more or less freely, have the same voting weight as the 
workers, agricultural laborers and landless peasants? Shall 
the bureaucracy and labor' aristocracy have the same rights 
as the mass of workers? 

In this connection, Trotsky had considered, for exam
ple, that (lit is necessary to drive the bureaucracy and new 
aristocracy out of th~ Soviets." (Ibid., p. 51) "'In the So
viets," he added, (lthere is room only for representatives 
of ,the workers, rank-a'nd~fHe collective farmers, peasants, 
a,nd Red Army men." The right to vote should be'restrict
ed to these layers of the population. 

It can be seen from all this how (omplicated the ques
tion is. 

Ne.vertheless, it seems to us that ,the 'manner of ef~ 
fettively applying proletarian democracy, as the essence 
of the "dictatorship of the proletariat," considered as the 
dictatorship of the working class in aHiance with ,the other 
layer's of poor in the population, will not be determined 
in an arbitrary way but that it falls within a generally ap .. 
plicable guiding framework. 

This fra~ework is as foHows: Organisms representative 
of the masses able to exercise their direct control righ~ up 
,to the top of the State apparatus'. Legali:r:ation of all soviet 
parties; genuine regime of democratic centralism -in the 
revolutionary partp; independence ot the trade unions in 
relation to the State apparatus and the par~ies. , 

Let us analyze the more. precise meaning of ~hese ele
ments. 

The Aim Is Popular Control 
Whether based on a system exclusively of soviets or 

on one combining them. with a National Assembly, the 
important thing is to avoid establishment of a practice in 
which the lower, local, ot even regional ranks have only 
some crumbs in the real (ontrol and leadership of the State 
and of the economy, but that they shan have as direct an 
influence as possible on the government· itself. 

Such a government must be~ubject to the constant 
control of a body which is 'as democrat'ic and representative 
as possible and which designates it and recalls it. In an 
exclusive]y 'Soviet system, this should be the supreme So
. viet replacing the bourgeois parliament or the national as
sembly elected by direct suffrage. 

Thie legalization of all soviet parties means the right 
. and possibility for '. aU tendencies within the working class 
and its allies to constitute themselves as distinct parties so 
long as these tendencies do not challenge the socia] foun- . 
dations of the revolution. This measure is theoretically 
justified by the foHowing reasons:' heterogeneity of the 
wotking class which will disappear only in the geper-al 
process of the disappearance o~ classes and of the State 
in the evolution of socialist society; the fact that "prac
tical realization of socialism," as Rosa Luxemburg wrote 
so correctly, II as an economic, social and juridical system 
is something which i}ies 'completely hidden in the mists of 
the fuRlre. \Vhat we possess in our program is nothing but 

a few main signposts which indicate the genera] direction 
in which to look for the necessary measures, and the in
dications are mainly negative in character at that. Thus 
we know more or less what we must eliminate at t.he out
set in order to free the road, for a socialist economy. But 
when' it comes to the nature of the thousand concrete. 
practical measures,' large and smlall, necessary to intro
duce socialist prinoiples into economy, law a'nd all social 
relationships, there is no key in any Socia]ist party pro
gram or textbook: (Russian Revolution, p. 45,46) 

A regime of democratic centralism' within the revolu-. 
tionary party means the possibility of fo.rmingtendencies, 
temporary currents of opinion whkh- are occasionaly in 
disagreement wi,th the line of the party leadership. In case 
these (urrents, crystallizing, become factions and prove 
themselves incompatible with existence 'in the same party 
which, while democratic, does not cease to' be centqJist, 
they shaH have the possibility of conSltituting themselves a 
distinct political party. 

Finally, trade union independence from the State and 
political parties does not mean that fractions of these' par
ties wi,thin the trade unions ,should not struggle for politi
cal influence, but only that neither the workers' state nor 
any workers' party millst identify itself with the unions and 
incorporate their apparatus into its own appara1tus. With
out that there can be no guarantee that the trade unions can 
remain the widest organizations of the proletaria1t defend
ing its interests even:as against 'the "workers' state" itself. 

Importa~ce o{'M;ltlpl;-Party System 
Of all the elements entering into the effective applica

tion of' proletarian democr~cy, essence of the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, the mpst important fot: the effective func
tioning of the whole mechanism appears to us to be the 
Ilegalization of all soviet parties. 

In fa.ct if we take' Ithetroub]e to reflect on the theoreti
cal aspect of' the problem, as well as on the experience 
which the proletarian reolution has gone through up to 
now, only the possibility of eventually constituting: several 
soviet parties gives the whole of proletarian democracy its 
real meaning and all its effectiveness. Without the possi
bility for the different currents of opinions which can 
eventuaHy appear within the working class which takes 
power to constitute ,themselves as distinct parties and there
by influence the whole ()f political life in the country,' 
there is the danger, despite'the best intentions, of the theo
ry and practice of a, paternalistic regime for the class, 
which wiH favor only one of its sections . 

Pursuing such a· practice, which is that of the singfl' 
party, there no longer exists any guarantees that this party 
will effectively represent its class (even if such were the 
case at a given moment) and will. enjoy its confidence. For 
this to be true, the c1as~ must at every mprrient have the 
possibility of expressing itself in a different political way, 
to promote and organize other parties, to choose other 
parties, to vote for other parties. 

The political party remains the highest formation in 
class consciousness and its best instrument for effective 
'action. No other' form of organization, neither the soviets, 
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the trade unions, nor the variolls Fro11ts of Stalini~t pnac
tiee, which were repeated by both the Yugoslavs and the 
Chinese, can replace the political party. 

If only a section of the class has the possibility of con
stituting itself as a political party and in that guise set
ting itself up against the remainder of the class, it can 
easily dominate all these other organizations, thanks to 
the superiority of national organi~ation acting uniformiy 
on the basis of a program and a line embracing a.Jl of the 
problems of the class. 

Confronted by such a political formation of a section 
of the' class, the rest of it appears atomized, restricted in 
ilts views, ilocal in its interests, hesitant, unable to express 
and defend its interests and views, which may be in oppo
sition to those of the single party, in a coherent, that is to 
say political way on a nationa,l scale. The dictatorship of 
the class inevitably degenerates under such a regime into 
a "Jacobin" dictatorship and the whole fabric of proletarian 
democracy becomes warped. 

In order that the soviets should- remain genuinely alive 
and democratic, that a national representative body, su
preme Soviet or. National Assembly, should determ1ine the 
government, that the internal regime of the revolutionary 
party should not degenerate into' "monolithism/' that the 
trade unions should remain really free, there must be the 
possibility of several l,egal soviet parties. 

I t is through them that the free play of opposing opin
ions can be exercised which will yield the genuine freedom 
which is "always and exclusively freedom for the one who 
thinks differently" (R. Luxemburg). 

We m~an that it is necessary that ~uch a pbssibility 
should exist, for we· do riot believe that the various soviet 
parties should be promoted and organ1zed artificially. 

The revolutionary party representing the consciousness 
of the vanguard of the class ~an remain the only party/I< 
or the party of the overwhelming majority of the class, 
but this must be ratified by the class itself, by the contin
ued confidence which the class places in the party under 
conditions allowing the former to decide differently if' it so 
wishes. The revolutionary patty must prove itself by sub
mitting itself to the constant judgment orthe class. 

The Distortion of Monolithism 
Every attempt to substitute the party for the class, to 

flee its free verdict; to place it somehow under tutelage, and 
to ,limit its constant control over all the party's political 
manifestations, is a practice contrary to a Marxist-revo
lutionary, healthy understanding of the concrete relations 
between the class and the party, clnd of the essence of the 
"dictatorship of the proletariat" as a class dictatorship. 

* It has the greater chance of playing this Tole the more 
it maintains a healthy internal regime capable of containing 
tendencies oqcasionally oppo.sed to the line of the leadership. 
On the other hand, since there can be no question of transform
ing the party into an arena of permanent discussion paralyz
ing it.s ~ctivity, every faction which as'serts the impossibility 
of coexistence in the same party, will have the possibility to 
constitute itself as a separate party. The verdict of the class I 
will decide its viability. 

Stalinism has naturally erected into a principle the sys
tem of the single party as well as that of the monolithic 
party. It thereby expresses the incom:patibility of the rule 
of the Soviet bureaucracy, a privileged social caste raised. 
above the broad Soviet masses, with the very minimum 
of derhocracy for the latter. 

But now the Yugoslavs, who nevertheless make such a 
lot of nois6 about the accelerated "withering away" of their 
state, of the de-bureaucratization of its apparatus, of the 
decentralization,' of its political and economic functions, re
main among the fiercest defenders of the system of the 
single party and set it up as a specific characteristic of gen
uine proletarian democracy in the socialist regime. 

"The first task of the revolution," Tito asserts in Tito, 
by V. Dedijer, "will consist of ,liquidating the multi-party 
'system." It will be replaced, according to the Yugos·lav 
leaders, by the single party on the one hand, and a broad 
organization of the masses, a front embracing communists 
and non-communists at the same time, but all struggling 
for one goal: socia,lism. 

Several parties, Tito argues, "mean several programs, 
and in our country there is but one program: to create a 
socia,list society. This program unites the vast majority of 
·th,e citizens of our country." 

The aq~uJ11ents which Kardelj useS elsewhere are the 
same: one goal, one party. (T be State and Democracy) 

Legitimate Differences and Their Resolution 
However, we have already presented the theoretical 

reasons relating to the heterogenous nature of the working 
class, and tpe uncertainty concerning the me'ans for attain· 
ing socialism, which refute these arguments of the Yugo
's,lavs. Though the goal may. be a single one for all of the 
proletariat and its allied poor layers, there can be several 
different orientations within the class cqnc.erning the means 
for reaching it. On the other hand, in undertaking one or 
another road for reaching the goal, one or another particu
lar byer of the class will be favored to the necessary detr'i~ 
ment of certain others, and this wiU also not fail to provoke 
various different:es. 

For example, the question of industrialization as well 
as that of collectivization of agriculturaol economy~ the sec
tors to ~e favored in industry, the tempo of development 
of each sector, the m~thods to be used in order to pass from 
ind~vidual agricultural property 'to cooperation or coll~ct
ivism, finally, the foreign policy of the worker's state -
a~e so many matters on which the various ,layers of the 
class can have different opinions and orientations during 
a whole period. . 

How can these questions be brought out and success
fully resolved under the system of a sing·le party which 
moreover excludes. tendencies which are occasionally op
posed to the line of the leadership, or under some sort of 
Front, which is not a unified front of distinct parties, but a 
single organization (a.Jso excluding tendencies organized on 
a national sca·le and which are occasionally opposed to the 
line of the leadership) ? 

The theory of the Yugoslavs is all the more indefensible 
and in reality hypocritical because it is combined not only 

1:. 
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with a declaration of the ItWithering away" of the state, 
which according to them is taking place almost Itat a gal
lop," but also with an entirely different practice. 

The Itwithering away" of the state is a political process 
which cannot pass over' the stages determined by the ef
fective withering away of the objective causes which give 
birth to the division of society into classes. In the final 
ana'lysis it is a question of the effective suppression of eco
nomic inequalities oy a superior development Of the pro
ductive forces and finding the high road to abundance. 

Can they reallly make anyone believe that Yugoslavia 
is in the remotest degree 'nearing such a stage and thereby 
justify in this only possible way the "withering away," 
however rapid they want to make us believe,. of the state? 

On the other hand, to the degree that the state begins 
to "wither away" in reality, this should be refleded in the 
political ~phere by the expansion of political democracy 
and not by its, contraction. 

The evolution of the dictatorship of the proletariat takes 
place through the expansion of political democracy up to 
the complete withering away even of this form~ 

Let us remain, however, at the stage of _the expansion 
.If democracy, wherein the withering away of the state is 
politically manifested. This can only mean increased free
dom in all organs of the masses and the revolutionary par
ty. The possibiHty for the class to prombte and organize 
other parties if it so wishes, as well as for tendencies with
in the party to appear which are occasionally opposed to 
the line' of the leadership, far from. disappearing mlust be
come all the mote complete. 

Are we even remotely witnessing such a pr9cess. in Yu
goslavia? One must possess an unusua\ a~ount of ignorance, 
mental simplicity, or hypocrisy in.,order to assert this. The 
Yugoslav Party has beco~ more Hmonolithic" than ever, 
more Hburea,ucratic" than ever to the degree that it only 
follows the policy of the' !leading group which controls and 
directs both it and all the other organizations of the coun
try from, the top. "Free" expression of opinion is allowed 
on' 40cal, pradical "questions concerning application of the 
line, but, the expression and organization of national politi-

cal tendencies is as strictly forbidden as in the USSR and 
its satellites. 

The New Scope of the Problem Today 
The "J acobin" and subsequently beureaucr'atic defor .. 

mation of the workers' power which marked the first pro
letarian revolution was in a sense inevitable in the precise 
historical conditions of the time. 

At present, after the Second Wor,ld War, the iliberation 
of a third of humanity from the capitalist system, the 
'sharpened crisis of the later, anll the tremendous rise of 
the international revolution, the question appears in an en
tirely different light. 

We must now start from the conviction that the ·ob
jective course toward the world revolution has become prac
tically irreversible and irresistible, and no temporary de
feat here or there, even, a temporary -loss of power here or 
there, can be decisive internationally, and consequently, 
final locally; that ,. the. force of the revolution is immense, 
and that the proletarian power does not' have to 'Submit to 
any limitation in the expression of its real nature: that of 
being tbe widest demqcracy for the class. On the contrary, 
it is by giving full scope to this precise content that the 
dynamic of the revolution will be accelerated and its final 
and total triul11\ph wiH be f acili tated. 

No justification therefore can be given to a bureau
cratic regim.e which theorizes the political expropriation c;>f 
the class. 

The mechanism of proletarian democracy as we have 
described it is valid for the lJSSR today as well as for all 
the countries which have thrown off the yoke of capitalism. 
Let this constitute our program fo'r aU these countries, and 
let us declare this very loudly and with greater assurance 
than ever. Let the Trotskyists inscribe it in their program 
for the political reyol~tion which they are urging in the 
USSR and in its 'satellites, as well as in Yugoslavia. Let 
this be the orientation of the Chinese Revolution and the 
proletarian revolution in all countries. 
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BOOKS 
for social liberation is often drawn with 
feeling in keeping with the heroic pro
p'Ortions of this struggle. 

gime in Yugoslavia and its prospects 
of development. (See article by J ean
Paul Martin elsewhere in this issue.) 

Tito Speaks 
Vladimir Dedijer's large volume'" of 

over 400 pages is not without interest. 
Despite the sometimes carefully embel
lished story which conveniently reshapes 
a posteriori events, the role of men, of 
Tito &J}d of other Yugoslav leaders par
ticularly,the struggle of the Yugoslav 
mas'ses as well as that of the Communist 
Party against the Nazi occupation and 

*TITO by V.J.adimir Dedijer. Simon and 
Schustel; $5. 

The outstanding interest in the book 
is contained in some previously unpub
lished facts and information on the re
lations between the Yugoslav CP and the 
Kremlin during the war and ·up to the 
time of the break between the two; on the 
relations of other Communist parties 
with the Kremlin; on the. formation of 
the Oominform (1947); on tlie project 
of a Balkan Federation; on the attitude 
of Stalin and the Kremlin toward the 
Yugoslav, Greek and. Chinese revolutions. 
In the final chapter of the book there 
are noteworthy indications from Tito 
on how the Yugoslav leadership now con
ceives of ud justifiel the political re· 

The information provided by Dedijer's 
book on all the above-mentioned subjects 
confirm especially the evaluathms made 
by our own movement on the' relation
ships between the Soviet bureaucracy, 
the Communist parties and the revolu
tionary mass movement, as well as on 
the Yugoslav and Chinese revolutions. 

Let us examine this' concretely. 
Dedijer believes that the scope taken 

by the revolutionary movement of the 
masses in Yugoslavia during the war, 
and its relatively independent character" 
greatly displeased Stalin and the Krem
lin from. the beginning (1941). 

The Kremlin was v.~y. parsimonious 
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in the aid it doled out to the Yugoslav 
partisans, enough to hold out against 
the German troops and to immobilize a 
certain number of them in Yugoslavia, 
but not enough to permit the creation 
of an independent force capable of 
achieving victory by itself. 

On Yugoslavia, as well as on Greece, 
the Kremlin had come to an agreement 
with the Americans and the English dur
ing the war which would have permitted 
the inclusion of both of these countries 
in the British sphere of influence. To 
buttres~ this point of view Dedijer cites 
not only a series of significant facts 
which were di,sclosed in the relations 
between the Yugoslav CP and the Krem
lin but also the pertinent references con
tained in Cordell Hull's and Stettinius' 
memoirs. 

The description of the first interview 
between Stalin and Tito in 1944 in Mos
cow leavesl no room for doubt on Stalin's 
intentions toward Yugoslavia at the tIme. 
He brought pressure on Tito to accept 
the return of the king, not to oppose 
an eventual landing of British troops in 
Yugoslavia, and to placate 'the Serbian 
bourgeoisie which he, contrary to Tito, 
believed to be "very strong." 

We know that he had a like attitude 
toward the Greek revolution which began 
with the liberation of the country in 
1944, and that the Greek Communist 
party, loyal to the Kremlin's orders, did 
n'ot attempt to take power either before 
or 'during the month of December 1944. 
We know that it engaged in merely 
defensive battle despite the overwhelm
ing superiority of its forces for a num
ber of days during the British interven
tion in December 1944. 

Stalin and Mao Tse-tung 
From a number of other sources and 

from our own deductions we know that 
Mao Tse-tung's struggle for power be
ginning with 1946 started under the 
pressure of the revolutionary movement 
of the peas1ant ma,sses and, against the 
Kremlin's line which was uesigned to 
maintain the compromise with Chiang 
Kai-shek. 

Dedijer provides new proof of the 
correctness of this p'oint of view on the 
Chinese Revolution in' his citation of 
the proposal Stalin made to Kardelj in 
Moscow in February 1948. According to 
Dedijer, Stalin then said the following, 
verbatim: 

"For instance, we do not agree with 
the Yugoslav comrades that they 
should help further the Greek parti
sans. In this matter, we think we are 
right and not the Yugoslavs. It is true, 
we have also made mistakes. For in.; 
stance, after th.e war we invited the 
Chinese comrades to come to Moscow 
and we discussed the situation in 
China. We told them bluntly that we 
eODsider~d ~he development of the up-
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rising in China had no prospect, and 
that the Chinese comrades should seek 
a modus vivendi with Chiang Kai
shek, that they should join the Chiang 
Kai-shek government and dissolve 
their. army. The Chinese comrades 
agreed here with the views of the 
Soviet comrades, but went back to 
China and acted quite otherwise. They 
mustered their forces, organized their 
army and now, as we see, they are 
beating the Chiang Kai-shek army. 
Now, in the case of China, we admit 
we were wrong. It proved that the 
Chinese comrades and not the Soviet 
comrades were right. But that is' not 
the case with you in the Balkans (on 
the Balkan Federation --- M.P.). It 
is not the case with the Greek parti
sans, and Yug~la v comrades should 
stop helping them. That struggle has 
no prospect whatsoever." (pp. 321, 
322). 

The admission is in character, and 
des'pite Stalin's recogl\ition of "error" 
- he obviously could not have done dif
ferently - it is not exaggeration to, say 
that this fact (Mao's victory' achieved, 
the Kremlin's line to the contrary not
~ithstanding) constitutes the decisive 
act of independence of the Chinese CP 
in relation to the Kremlin whose happy 
consequences I and historic significance 
for China as for the' entire world will 
perhaps never be f'orgotten by the Chi· 
nese.* 

*In this connection it is. int~resting 
to cite in extenso what Isaac Deutscher 
wrote on the same ,subject in the in
troduction to the French edition of his 
biography of Stalin (pages 13-14): 

" • • . Stalinists as well as ·anti· 
Stalinists have recently begun to accred
it the legend that Stalin was the real 
inspirJr of the Chinese Revolution. How 
reconcile this ,opinion with his role in 
the Chinese events of 1925 to 1927 as we 
have described them in Chapter X? How 
reconcile thjs opinion moreover with the 
declaration of .Stalin himself at Pots
dam that 'the Kuomintang is the only 
social political force to govern China'? 
,(Cf. J. P.Byrnes, "Speaking Frankly") 
One may contem\ that he ostensibly dis
avowed the Chinese communists at Pots
dam solely to deceive his Western allies. 
It appears more correct to me· to believe 
that Stalin, until a very late date, had. 
a very conservative point of view on the 
ability' of the Chinese Communist Party 
to control aU of China and that even in 
1948 he' went to the lengths of trying 
to dissuade Mao Tse-tung from launching 
the series of offensives which were to 
bring victory -to Chinese Communism. It 
seems that a letter from Stalin to Mao 
was read at the conference of the Chi
nese Communist Party which was held 
shortly before the beginning of these 

, offensives; but the conference rejected 
Stalin's advice." 
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To be noted also in Stalin's declarati(m 
are his remarks relating to the Greek 
civil war (1947-49), once again cynicalfy 
betrayed by the Kremlin since "it has 
no prospect whatsoever." . 

Inside the Cominform 
The dissolution of the Comintern in 

1943 did not cause any concern among 
the Yugoslavs, according to Dedijer. T~ey 
found Stalin's motives at the time to 
be perfectly justified. On the other h~nd, 
in 1945, Dedijer states, the Yugoslavs 
were the first to feel the need for the 
revival of an international body for con
sultation and the exchange of experiences 
between the various Communist parties'. 
They proposed thirs idea to Stalin who 
endorsed it immediately for other. rea
sons. 

Not lacking in interest are all the 
. facts given in Dedijer's book on the meet
ing that founded the Cominform, the 
criticis~s directed by the Yugoslavs and 
Zhdanov at the French and Italian Com
munist parties for their opportunist line, 
as well as all the details on the func
troning of the Comipform, the editing 9f 
its paper, etc. They depict the constant 
efforts of the Kremlin to keep the Com
inform under its strict control in face 
of discontent and even of latent opposi
tion by several leading elements of dif-
ferent Communist parties. . 

Of great interest are the ~ages on 
Dimitro('s attitude, ' his p.:roject for a 
Balkan' Federation, as well as for a 
broader confederation embracing "Ru
mania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary and 
Greece-yes, mind you, Greece" (p. 314), 
his declaration published in Pravda and 
then refuted in the same paper, his fric
tions' with Stalin pe:vsonally on this ques
tion, as well as the reactions of other 
Communist leaejers to this project. They 
give a clear illustration of how far lIhe 
aspirations of the Communist parties in 
the satellite countries - the deformed 
expre'ssion of the aspirati'ons' and inter
ests of the masses - ran counter to the 
Kremlin's line. I 

They clarify in part the deeper rea
sons for the unrest, the chronic crisis 
which afflicts their relations with the 
Kremlin, as! well as the past and future 
.purges to which the Soviet bureaucracy 
is driven to keep direct agents totally 
loyal to it at the head of the Communist 
parties and governments. 

-M. P. 
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